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1 IntrodutionIt is widely aknowledged that orporate earnings are proylial and more volatile than theoverall eonomy due to their junior status relative to other laims. However, there is a highdegree of heterogeneity in earnings proyliality at the �rm level. Some of this proylialityis driven by industry demand (Gomes, Kogan, and Yogo (2009)). But relatively little is knownabout other �rm- and industry-level determinants of this heterogeneity, despite the obviousrelevane of this question.In this paper we fous on two suh determinants, namely �naning onstraints and produtmarket ompetition. We show that the e�ets of these two fators are interrelated. Theintuition behind this idea is simple. The literature on �naning onstraints suggests that(i) onstrained �rms' investment is more dependent on internal funds (see Fazzari, Hubbard,and Petersen (1986) and subsequent studies), and (ii) onstrained �rms are more subjetto a �ight to quality in apital markets at the onset of an eonomi downturn (Bernanke,Gertler, and Gilhrist (1996)). A viious irle dynamis is at play: onstrained �rms faerestrited aess to external �nane exatly when internal funds tend to fall. This fall impliesinsu�ient �naning for urrent operations and investment projets, whih further reduesavailable internal funds et.In this paper we argue that the severity of these adverse dynamis depends on the initialshok to ash �ows. We propose to study the level of ompetition in the produt market as afator a�eting the initial shok to internal funds. Conentrated industries tend to be more in-sulated from aggregate shoks (Rotemberg and Saloner (1986), Hou and Robinson(2006)). Theinitial adverse shok to internal funds due to worsening maro onditions will likely be strongerfor �rms in ompetitive industries. The viious irle dynamis in �nanially onstrained �rmsshould therefore be strongest in highly ompetitive industries.It has been reently doumented that �naning onstraints have signi�ant real e�ets on�rms' poliies during adverse eonomi onditions. Campello, Graham, and Harvey (2010) per-form a CFO survey during the most reent �nanial turmoil and show that redit onstrained�rms redued their apital expenditure, R&D, marketing expenditures, and employment sig-2



ni�antly more than unonstrained �rms. One of our objetives is to see whether �naningonstraints have more real e�ets on �rms in highly ompetitive industries ompared to on-entrated industries.We �rst show that �naning onstraints inrease the maro-sensitivity of �rms' operatingperformane. Compared to highly onstrained �rms, unonstrained �rms are about 30% lesssensitive to GDP and about 50 to 75% less sensitive to hanges in the bond spread. Consistentwith our hypothesis we �nd that these adverse e�ets of �naning onstraints are signi�antlyampli�ed by produt market ompetition. Stated di�erently, the di�erene of business ylesensitivity between onstrained and unonstrained �rms is inreasing in the level of ompeti-tion.We also examine the real e�ets of �naning onstraints. We �nd that the sensitivity of �xedinvestment to aggregate eonomi onditions is inreasing in �naning onstraints. Industryompetition further ampli�es this sensitivity in the highly onstrained subsample, whereas nosuh signi�ant e�et is present in the low onstraints subsample. These results are onsistentwith the idea that industry ompetition also ampli�es the real e�ets of �naning onstraints.We also analyze investments in net working apital and inventories: the e�et of ompe-tition has the same sign but is not signi�ant. Lastly, employment growth's sensitivity toaggregate shoks is somewhat inreasing in �naning onstraints, but the e�et of industryonentration seems to be ompletely absent.Our asset priing tests reveal that market valuations do not ompletely inorporate theabove di�erenes in fundamental risk. We �nd that portfolios of unonstrained ompaniesin ompetitive industries earn abnormal positive returns. A moving window analysis revealsthat this abnormal return is mostly earned following periods of eonomi turmoil. On theother hand, onstrained �rms earn negative returns in these periods and virtually no abnormalreturns in normal periods.Finally, we study how �naning onstraints a�et ompetitive mehanisms in industries.We present a set of results about ross-setional mean-reversion of �rm pro�tability. At theindustry level, the overall perentage of onstrained �rms signi�antly redues the speed of3



mean reversion of �rm pro�tability. Inreasing the perentage of onstrained �rms in anindustry by 50 perentage points redues the mean reversion speed by about 12 perentagepoints. This suggests that �nanially onstrained ompetitors are less aggressive. Abnormallevels of pro�tability an be sustained for a longer period in industries with a high perentageof onstrained rivals. Again, this regularity is not fully pried: higly pro�table �rms earnsigni�ant alphas of 20-29 bp per month if they operate in industries with many onstrained�rms, but virtually no alphas if their industries have few onstrained �rms.Our paper ontributes to the existing literature on the real e�ets of �naning onstraints.We show that produt market ompetition is an important determinant of the severity ofthe real e�ets of �naning onstraints. Companies' operating performane and investmentbehavior are more a�eted by �nanial onstraints if the �rm operates in a highly ompetitiveindustry.Our results have impliations for �nanial analysis at both the �rm level (e.g. for valuationand risk assessment) and the aggregate level (e.g. �nanial aelerator e�ets). Our studyalso has impliations for poliy design. It points to the fat that �rms deemed as �naniallyonstrained and operating in highly ompetitive industries are the most fragile element of theorporate universe in an eonomi downturn, espeially if it is aompanied by a worsening ofoverall redit onditions. Poliies aimed at improving aess to �naning for SMEs during aredit runh should fous partiularly on highly ompetitive industries.The artile is organized as follows. In setion 2 we present related literature and formulateour researh hypotheses. We then present our data and disuss measures of �naning on-straints and industry onentration in setion 3. Our results on the sensitivity of pro�tabilitylevels are presented in setion 4. We analyze the real e�ets of �naning onstraints in setion5. Asset priing tests are performed in setion 6. Setion 7 presents our �ndings on the e�etof �naning onstraints on industry ompetitive mehanisms.
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2 Bakground and researh questionsThe omplex relationships between maroeonomi �utuations, markups and market stru-ture were studied by Hall (1986), who suggests that a large number of U.S. industries operateabove ompetitive markup levels. This fat has impliations for the maroeonomis of pro-dutivity shoks: nonompetitive strutures ould be a soure of underutilization of resouresand aggregate �utuations. Other ontributions in this �eld inlude Domowitz, Hubbard,and Petersen (1986), Bils (1987), Rotemberg and Saloner (1986), Rotemberg and Woodford(1991), and Haskel, Martin and Small (1995). Oliveira Martins and Sarpetta (2002) give abrief survey of the related theoretial and empirial literature. They note that there is noonsensus on whether markups are proylial or ounterylial, the latter requiring generallysome non-ompetitive elements in the model (e.g. monopolisti ompetition with pro-ylialprodut variety, or oligopoly with ollusions). For instane, Rotemberg and Saloner (1986)develop a model of ounterylial markups in an oligopolisti market with impliit ollusions.The basi idea of the model is that the ollusion agreement is muh less stable under eonomiexpansions (where demand is high and punishments hurt less), than in eonomi downturns.Elements of �naning fritions were formalized in the ontext of markups by Chevalierand Sharfstein (1996) who develop and test a model of ounterylial markups with apitalmarket imperfetions where onsumers fae a swithing ost. Finanially onstrained �rms�nane their operations in downturns by inreasing relative pries and preserving short-termpro�ts, while sari�ing long-term market shares and pro�ts. Hene their markups are ounter-ylial, making their pro�ts smoother.How should one reonile this result with a more traditional and intuitive view summarizedin Bernanke, Gertler and Gilhrist (1996), namely that onstrained �rms tend to su�er inreessions earlier and more than unonstrained �rms? In fat, we need to point out thatChevalier and Sharfstein present a setting with a limited number of �rms and with onsumersfaing swithing osts. These osts generate market power for �rms whih they an use tosurvive low demand states by temporarily harging relatively higher pries, at the expense oftheir long-term market share. The setting is therefore loser to an oligopoly, whih further5



motivates our study of the interation between �naning onstraints and produt markets.A seminal work by Fazzari, Hubbard and Petersen (1988, FHP) introdued the ash �owsensitivity of investment as indiator of �naning onstraints. Hubbard (1998) summarizesthe main reasons why investment may respond more to hanges in net worth of onstrained�rms and surveys subsequent work on the subjet. A rih body of literature was generatedfollowing the ritique by Kaplan and Zingales (1997, KZ) who objet to the idea that ash�ow sensitivity of investment should be inreasing in the level of onstraints.In one of the later extensions into asset priing Lamont, Polk and Saá-Requejo (2001) studya ommon fator in stok returns related to �nanial onstraints (measured by the KZ index),but two unexpeted results show up: this fator earns on average a negative risk premium andthe onstraints fator does not seem to respond to maroeonomi variables. Moyen(2004)tries to reonile FHP and KZ and proposes a model of investment/ash �ow sensitivity wheretwo speial ases are onsistent with either FHP or KZ. Whited and Wu (2006) propose analternative index to the KZ index, using a strutural model of investment. They �nd evideneof a ommon �nanial onstraints fator in stok returns, whih earns a positive but statistiallynot signi�ant premium. Interestingly, ontrolling for �naning onstraints eliminates the sizepremium.More reently, Gomes, Yaron and Zhang (2006) propose an investment asset priing modelwhere �naning onstraints appear as a ommon fator in the ross-setion of stok returs andwhere the negative onsequenes of �naning onstraints are pro-ylial. Livdan, Sapriza andZhang (2009) inorporate dynami debt into a prodution asset priing model and provideevidene in simulated data of a pried �naning onstraints fator, giving a slight superiorityto the WW index over the KZ index.Produt market ompetition was reently studied in �nane in the ontext of the ross se-tion of stok market returns by Hou and Robinson (2006), who show that �rms in onentratedindustries earn lower returns even after ontrolling for standard risk fators. They attributethis result to either a onservative innovation poliy, or to barriers against rival entry andinsulation from aggregate shoks. Gaspar and Massa (2006) �nd that industry ompetition6



inreases idiosynrati risk of �rms. The fous on �rms' resistane to individual ost shoks,as opposed to systemati aggregate shoks studied in our paper. Hoberg and Phillips (2010)analyze industry dynamis related to valuation booms in ompetitive and nonompetitive in-dustries. They show that ompetitive pressure following a boom in ompetitive industriestends to redue future pro�tability, leading to a sharp drop in setor valuation.The interation between produt market ompetition and �naning onstraints has reeivedmuh less attention in the literature. Kovenok and Phillips (1997) argue that leverage-induedonstraints enourage passive produt market behavior while the rivals beome more aggressive.Campello (2003) on�rms at the industry level the predition by Chevalier and Sharfstein(1996) of ounterylial markups generated by leverage-indued onstraints. Campello (2003)also shows at the �rm level that during eonomi downturns �nanial onstraints penalize themarket share growth of �rms operating in industries with low leverage levels, while it has littlee�et in industries with high leverage. Povel and Raith (2004) study the ase of a duopolywith one �rm �nanially onstrained and show that the onstrained �rm tends to have a lowermarket share due to ost disadvantages, while both �rms bene�t from a higher prie than underfull ompetition. We should note that their de�nition of onstraints is loser to the notion of�nanial dependene on external funding.We build on two main ideas explored in the literature on �naning onstraints. The �rst oneis that internal ash �ows signi�antly a�et onstrained �rms' investment ativity (Fazzari,Hubbard, and Petersen (1986)). Aording to the seond view�developed in maroeonomisas the �nanial aelerator��rms faing high ageny osts (i.e. �nanially onstrained �rms)are subjet to a �ight to quality in the apital markets in the early stages of eonomi slumps,implying an earlier and stronger redution of their eonomi ativity (see Bernanke, Gertler,and Gilhrist (1996)). The two views taken altogether impliitly point to a viious irledynamis. Finanially onstrained �rms have more di�ulties with raising external �naneexatly when internal ash �ows are lowest. These low internal funds provide for insu�ient�naning of urrent operations and investments, whih implies further redution in ativityand in internal funds et. 7



We argue that the amplitude of this adverse e�et strongly depends on the initial shok tointernal ash �ows. We propose to introdue a fator that a�ets the initial shok to internalfunds: the level of ompetition in the produt market. Hou and Robinson (2006) onsiderindustry onentration as a partial insulation from maro shoks due to higher barriers of entry.There are at least two other reasons why onentrated industries should be less exposed toadverse shoks. First, if ollusion mehanisms work better in downturns (as in Rotemberg andSaloner (1986)), then onentrated industries will enjoy higher markups in downturns that willpartially ompensate for the falling demand. Seond, if onsumers fae high swithing osts,�rms in onentrated markets will be able to steal some of the onsumer surplus to supporttheir own ash �ows in the short run (as in Chevalier and Sharfstein (1996), and Campelloand Fluk (2006)).Given that the initial fall in internal funds will be stronger in ompetitive industries (anassumption strongly supported in our data), the subsequent adverse dynamis following a �ightto quality in redit markets should be more severe for onstrained �rms in highly ompetitiveindustries. We therefore address the following researh questions: (i) What are the e�ets of�naning onstraints on the operating performane and the investment behavior of �rms?, and(ii) Are these real e�ets a�eted by industry onentration? Lastly, we will explore a reverserelationship between the two fators: (iii) Do �naning onstraints a�et the ompetitivemehanisms in industries?Based on the related literature and eonomi reasoning, we formulate the following hy-potheses:H1: Firms in onentrated industries are better insulated from aggregate shoks.Firms enjoying market power in onentrated industries an pass some of the e�ets of adverseaggregate shoks on to their ustomers. Hene, pro�tability of �rms in onentrated industriesis less exposed to the business yle, while the pro�tability of �rms in ompetitive industries ismore sensitive to the overall eonomy. A rationale for this hypothesis is either barriers to entryof potential rivals as in Hou and Robinson (2006), better funtioning of ollusion mehanismsin reessions as in Rotemberg and Saloner (1986), or onsumer swithing osts (Chevalier and8



Sharfstein (1996), Campello and Fluk (2006)).H2: Firms subjet to �naning onstraints are more a�eted by aggregate shoksthan unonstrained �rms. Constrained �rms are subjet to a �ight to quality in apitalmarkets at early stages of eonomi downturns as in Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilhrist (1996).Given that internal ash �ows are depressed during reessions, they have to redue their ativitymore than unonstrained �rms due to a viious irle mehanism.H3: The e�ets of �naning onstraints in downturns are higher in ompetitiveindustries than in onentrated industries. Per H1, �rms operating in ompetitive in-dustries have their internal ash �ows more sensitive to adverse aggregate shoks. If a on-strained �rm operating in a ompetitive industry is subjet to a �ight to quality, as per H2, itan �nane a lower part of its operations and investment internally than if it were operatingin a onentrated industry. Overall it redues its ativity more than a �rm in a onentratedindustry.H4: Finaning onstraints signi�antly a�et the mean-reversion of �rm pro�tabil-ity. We expet that a �rm an sustain abnormal levels of pro�tability for a longer time if alarge proportion of its rivals are �nanially onstrained. We use a similar logi as Chevalierand Sharfstein (1996).We will address H1-H3 by �rst studying the business yle sensitivity of operating prof-itability of �rms. As a seond step we will analyze real e�ets in terms of �xed investment,net working apital and in partiular inventories, and employment. We address H4 in the lastsetion where we will estimate a simple model of pro�tability mean-reversion.
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3 Data desription3.1 Sample �rmsWe use all data on U.S. publi ompanies over the period 1977 to 2009 from the CRSP Com-pustat merged database (CCM). We drop �nanial ompanies (SIC between 6000 and 6999)and utilities (SIC between 4900 and 4999) due to a spei� status of these two industries. Wedrop �rm-years with total assets below $10 million or with ommon equity below $5 million,as in Fama and Frenh (2000). We require valid (and non-negative, where appliable) data ontotal assets, total liabilities, property, plant&equipment, shares outstanding, share prie, sales,net inome, inome before extraordinary items, osts of goods sold, ommon and preferreddividends.We de�ne operating pro�tability (ROA) as earnings before extraordinary items and interestdivided by total assets. Book equity is total assets less total liabilities less preferred stok plusbalane sheet deferred taxes and tax redits (our de�nitions follow Fama and Frenh, 2000).Market to book ratio is the market value of equity (shares outstanding times end-of-year shareprie) plus total book assets less book equity divided by total book assets.We winsorize all ratio variables at the 1% level. We have in total 78,537 �rm-years. Ouraverage ross-setion is 2,380 observations, the smallest one being 1,350 observations in 1977,the largest one 3,362 in 1998. We present the number of observations in eah year in table 1.We present summary statistis of our sample in table 2. The median asset pro�tability is6.7%, while the median ROE is somewhat higher at 8.4%. The median M/B of assets is 1.28,while the median real sales growth is about 4.8% for the median �rm. Median total payout isonly 11.7%. Median investment rate is at 4.7% of assets.3.2 Business yle variablesWe use the following raw maroeonomi data from the Federal Reserve data base1: realannual GDP, the 3-month Treasury bill rate, 10-year Treasury note rate, 3-month non-�nanial1We used the data download faility on the Fed's web site www.federalreserve.gov/releases.10



Commerial paper rate2, and yields on seasoned Aaa and Baa bonds rated by Moody's.The main business yle variable is real annual U.S. GDP growth (denoted GDPGR). Ourlarge sample overs manufaturing and non-manufaturing �rms, whih justi�es the use of alarge aggregate indiator as opposed to a more narrow indiator like industrial prodution. Inaddition to our oinident maroeonomi indiator we use three leading indiators based onmarket yields of government and private debt instruments.First, we use the hange in the average annual spread between the 3-month ommerial pa-per rate and the 3-month Treasury bill rate (DCPSPR), beause it is onsidered as a preditorof future eonomi �utuations. Spei�ally, downturns are generally preeded by a spike inthe CP spread and reoveries by its tightening (see Friedman and Kuttner, 1991). A rationalefor this property, besides default risk and monetary onditions, is ompanies' variability inash needs over the business yle. Aording to Friedman and Kuttner the CP spread anbe viewed as a demand-driven phenomenon, resulting from ompanies' operating performane.An alternative view is that spikes in short therm �naning osts (related to rising redit riskpremiums) are also a signal of a general tightening of redit onditions, whih fores ompa-nies to restrain some of their operations and therefore redue their pro�tability (as noted byBernanke, Gertler and Gilhrist, 1996).For analogous reasons we inlude in our variables the hange in the bond spread (DBSPR)alulated as the hange of the average annual spread between seasoned Baa and Aaa bonds.The third and last variable is the hange in the average annual term spread between the10-year Treasury note rate and the 3-month Treasury bill rate (DTSPR), following studies onthe information ontent of the term spread with respet to future real eonomi ativity (seeEstrella and Hardouvelis (1991), and more reently Hamilton and Kim (2002)).All spread variables are taken as hanges in the annual average of weekly values. GDPgrowth is alulated as the rate of hange of the real annual GDP. Given that these marovariables are highly orrelated, we orthogonalize them in a triangular fashion. We start bytaking GDPGR without hanges. We then regress DCPSPR on GDPGR and a onstant and wekeep the residual as our next maro variable. We then regress DBSPR on GDPGR, DCPSPR2Before 1997 we use the 3-month prime ommerial rate whih inludes �nanial and non-�nanial ompanies.11



and a onstant, and again we keep the residual, et. Finally we standardize all variables tozero mean and unit variane.In the remainder of the paper the names GDPGR, DCPSPR, DBSPR, and DTSPR willrefer to these orthogonalized and standardized variables. We plot the GDP growth and theunadjusted levels of spread variables on �gure 1.In �gure 2 we plot the di�erened spread variables before and after adjustment for orre-lation. We note that there is little hange before and after the adjustment in the CP and theterm spread variable. The bond spread variable keeps the general appearane, but with somedisrepanies during the 1980s.3.3 Measuring �naning onstraintsWe measure �nanial onstraints using the syntheti Whited and Wu (2006) index (WW) andfour fundamentals-based proxies following Almeida, Campello and Weisbah (2004, ACW),Faulkender and Wang (2006), and Denis and Sibilkov (2010).The index by Whited and Wu (2006) is de�ned as WW = −0.091 ∗ CF/TA − 0.062 ∗Divpos+0.021 ∗LTD/TA− 0.044 ∗LNTA+0.102 ∗ ISG− 0.035SG where CF is inome beforeextraordinary items plus depreiation expense, TA is total assets, Divpos is a dummy variablefor positive ash dividend, LTD is total long term debt, LNTA is the natural logarithm of totalassets, ISG is 3-digit level industry sales growth, SG is the individual �rm sales growth. Notethat the initial index was estimated using quarterly data.The fundamentals-based proxies of FC are:
• P/O ratiomeasured as (Dividends + Repurhases)/Earnings before extraordinary itemsand interest.
• Size measured as Total assets.
• LT rating measured as an indiator of whether the �rm has a S&P long-term issuerrating.
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• ST rating measured as an indiator of whether the �rm has a S&P short-term issuerrating.We follow ACW in de�ning �rms with high and low �nanial onstraints. For WW, P/O,and size we sort annually all �rms based on eah of the three variables. Finaning onstraintsare inreasing in the WW index and dereasing in P/O and size. We de�ne as high and low�naning onstraints the appropriate top/bottom three deiles in eah annual ross-setion.For the rating variables we de�ne as onstrained �rm-years without a valid non-defaultgrade rating and with positive debt. Unonstrained �rms are those that have a valid non-default rating and positive debt. It is not obvious whether �rms without a rating and withoutdebt should behave as less onstrained than �rms without a rating with positive debt. Nothaving a debt ould be a result of striter internal poliies. If this is the ase, then this situationis equivalent to not being able to issue debt, i.e. being onstrained. ACW brie�y disuss thefat that these �rms may be either onstrained or unonstrained. Whenever we do regressionson pooled observations we will therefore only use an indiator variable for the unonstrained�rms, whih is less disputable. This is equivalent to a more onservative assumption that all�rms that do not have a rating are onstrained.3.4 Measuring market ompetitionThe most ommonly used measure of the degree of produt market ompetition (PMC) is theHer�ndahl-Hirshman index (HHI) de�ned as the sum of the squared market shares of �rms inthe industry. The most ommon alternative to the HHI is the simple onentration ratio C(x)(the ratio of the x largest �rms' market share to the overall market sales). There is a wideagreement that the HHI is an imperfet measure of onentration. For example it does nottake into aount regional onentration e�ets, and it annot apture more omplex marketstrutures suh as Stakelberg-like strutures (see the disussion in Martin 1993, p. 167). Ine�et, intermediate HHI values of about 500 an be assoiated with very di�erent levels ofompetitive strutures.33Also note that the Department of Justie onsiders industries moderately onentrated above the value of1000 and onentrated above 1800. See http://www.justie.gov/atr/publi/testimony/hhi.htm (aessed13



We measure market ompetition using the annual �tted Her�ndahl-Hirshman index byHoberg and Phillips (2010) from their Web Data Library.4 These data are onstruted byusing the Census HHI of manufaturing industries and extending them to all 3-digit industriesusing the HHI alulated from publi �rms' sales in Compustat. This approah is a ompro-mise between using only Census data (whih are alulated only with a 5-year frequeny andonly overing manufaturing industries) and alulating HHI from Compustat data only, thusexluding all private �rms (see the ritique by Ali, Klasa and Yeung, 2009). Our measureof ompetition is PMC = 1 − HHI, that we standardize to zero mean and unit variane. Asa seondary measure, we de�ne indiator variables for the top and bottom 30% observationsbased on the PMC variable.We also use as a robustness hek an individual measure of market power as in Peress(2010), the relative Lerner index (or the relative prie-ost margin). The raw Lerner index isde�ned for eah �rm as Lernerit = (Salesit−COGSit−SGAit)/Salesit, where COGS is the Costof goods sold and SGA is Selling, general and administrative expenses. We trunate the rawLerner indexes at 0, as negative values of the index have little theoretial foundations and weonsider them to imply zero market power. The relative index is obtained by subtrating fromthe raw value the �rm's SIC3 industry sales-weighted average. The relative Lerner variablehas signi�ant variability that might be a noisy measure. As in the previous ase we onstrutindiator variables for the top and bottom 3 deiles and use these in our analysis.To better understand the impliations of using the HHI versus the alternative measure ofmarket power we inspeted at the 3-digit SIC level the relationship between the �tted HHIvalue and the intraindustry dispersion of individual �rm market power. We measure the latterby the industry standard deviation of �rms' raw Lerner indexes in a given year. As illustrated in�gure 3, there is relatively little dispersion of �rm Lerner indexes among the highly onentratedindustries. On the other hand, the dispersion of �rm Lerner indexes varies a lot at the lowerend of the HHI. We note that some of this pattern is due to a lower number of �rms in highlyonentrated industries. The table 4 presents for the year 2005 industries with a HHI belowJanuary 2010).4http://www.rhsmith.umd.edu/industrydata/ (aessed November 2010).14



500 and with a dispersion of �rm Lerner indexes at the high and low end. We an see thatindustries with a low dispersion of Lerner indexes (i.e. relatively equal distribution of marketpower) are mostly standardized produts and servies, with the exeption of Newspapers.Conversely, industries with dispersed Lerner indexes (uneven distribution of market power)are industries with likely geographial, tehnologial or variety-related onentration e�ets.Given that our alternative measure of market power uses relative Lerner indexes, it willmostly pik up the variability of market power within these lower onentration/high dispersionindustries, whereas industries with low dispersion of Lerner indexes will tend to generate �rmobservations with relative Lerner indexes loser to zero. Therefore, when we later use therelative Lerner index to measure market power, we will mostly hek that our reasoning holdsin these intermediate onentration industries.Lastly, we note that the distribution of �naning onstraints aross the orporate universeis not orthogonal to industry onentration. In fat, most measures of �naning onstraints arepositively orrelated with �rm size (see disussion in Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilhrist (1996)).Small �rms tend to be less well known, less transparent and more subjet to ageny osts. But�rms in more onentrated industries tend to be larger, by de�nition of industry onentration.We argue that �naning onstraints an oexist with onentrated markets (i.e. not allonstrained �rms are in ompetitive industries). We present in table 4 average proportionsof �rms with high �naning onstraints in industries with a Low, Medium and High onen-tration. As expeted, the proportion of onstrained �rms seems to be negatively orrelatedwith industry onentration for all onstraints proxies exept ST ratings. For example, for theWW index 37% of �rm-years are deemed as onstrained in low onentration industries, whileonly about 20% are deemed as onstrained in onentrated industries. Although these resultson�rm a lear orrelation between onstraints proxies and onentration, we are reassuredthat there is still a signi�ant number of onstrained �rms in highly onentrated industries.The most interesting ases of oexistene of onentration with �naning onstraints arein moderate-to-high onentration industries. For example the Airrafts and Parts industry(SIC3=372) had a HH index of 1006 as of 1995. The main ators (Boeing, United Tehnologies,15



and Textron) all had assets in exess of $15 billion at that time. But this industry also ontainedvery small and likely �nanially more onstrained �rms suh as EDAC Tehnologies, CADEIndustries, and CPI Aerostrutures, all with assets below $35 million.A seond example is Household audio&video equipment (SIC3=365) where the HH was1057 as of 2005. The ators inluded the large Harman International with assets in exess of$2 billion, medium-sized Universal eletronis ($146 million), as well as smaller Rokford Corp.($52 million) and Koss ($29 million), both likely more onstrained.4 Operating performane and the business yle4.1 Estimation methodWe estimate a simple model in whih we regress �rm pro�tability ROAt (earnings before ex-traordinary items and interest divided by total assets) on (i) a set of maroeonomi variables,(ii) their interation with measures of �naning onstraints and industry ompetition (whereappliable), (iii) a set of �rm ontrols, (iv) a linear trend and a onstant.All �rm variables are lagged and they ontrol for the expeted pro�tability level. These�rm-level variables inlude similar variables as those used by Fama and Frenh (2000) forestimating expeted pro�tability, namely the market-to-book ratio of assets (M/B Assets),ommon dividends and repurhases divided by book equity ((D+Rep)/BE), and a dummyvariable indiating nonzero ommon dividends during the previous year (DDUM). We alsoadd a variable measuring apital intensity alulated as property, plant and equipment dividedby total assets (K/A), and an investment intensity variable measured by apital expendituresto total assets (I/A). We inlude a linear trend to apture the hanges in average pro�tabilityin the ross-setion of listed �rms.We estimate the following equation using a �xed �rm e�et estimator with �rm-lusteredstandard errors:ROAit = α+
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where the MaroVar set inludes GDPGR, DCPSPR, DBSPR, and DTSPR and the FirmVarset inludes the M/B of assets, D/BE, DDUM, K/A and I/A.This equation is �rst estimated without further interation terms, to serve as baseline. Insubsequent setions we interat the MaroVar set with lagged measures of �naning onstraintsand/or produt market ompetition, as de�ned in setions 3.3 and 3.4. This spei�ation issimilar to the redued form spei�ation used by Sharpe (1994) for analyzing �rm employ-ment growth. We will therefore be able to hek whether measures of onstraints and/oronentration signi�antly a�et the sensitivity to the business yle variables.4.2 Results on market ompetitionIn this setion we �rst on�rm one of the building bloks of this paper, namely that that�rms in onentrated industries resist better to aggregate �utuations (hypothesis H1). Wewill estimate the following modi�ation of equation (1) inluding the levels of PMC as of theprevious year, and MaroVar-PMC interations:(1)+ PMC+MaroVar-PMC interations (2)As two alternative spei�ations, we will also estimate a version that inludes lagged indi-ator variables for high (Hi) and low (Lo) produt market ompetition/relative Lerner index,and the interations of MaroVar with the indiator variables:(1)+ PMC indiators+MaroVar-PMC indiator interations (3)The �rst olumn of table 5 presents oe�ients on the maro variables in the baseline asewithout onentration measures. The oe�ients are strongly statistially signi�ant exeptfor DCPSPR. The GDP growth variable has a signi�antly positive in�uene on operatingpro�tability. As a rule of thumb, a one standard deviation positive shok in real GDP growthtranslates into 0.36 perentage points of additional pro�tability. The hange in the bond spreadhas a signi�antly negative e�et on pro�tability. An unexpeted one standard deviation17



inrease in the bond spread leads to a fall of 0.37 perentage points of average pro�tability.Lastly, the term spread also has a signi�ant negative e�et on �rm pro�tability and is thestrongest in magnitude. A one standard deviation unexpeted inrease in the term spread isassoiated with 0.61 points less pro�tability.Column (2) shows that interating the maro variables with the PMC levels signi�antlyalters the piture. A one standard deviation inrease in the level of ompetition inreasesthe sensitivity to the GDP growth by about one third. Moreover, PMC strengthens also thesensitivity to the bond spread (by more than one half per one standard deviation of PMC)and to the term spread (by more than one third per SD). These results support our underlyinghypothesis of insulation against aggregate shoks.We present in Column (3) interations with dummy variables for high and low PMC. Theseresult suggest that the e�ets of the PMC levels presented in Column (2) seem to be drivenby the low end of the PMC variable (i.e. onentrated industries), as it is mostly the Lodummy that has a signi�ant oe�ient in this spei�ation. Conentrated industries seem tobe more than one half less sensitive to the GDP growth and the term spread, and seem to bequasi-insensitive to the bond spread.Column (4) presents results using interations with a dummy variable for high and lowrelative Lerner index. As we disussed in setion 3.4, this measure of market power piks upmostly the variability in the intermediately onentrated industries with a high dispersion ofindividual �rm Lerner indexes. Therefore this approah is a omplement to the previous twoases. The results are qualitatively similar to the previous ase. Firms with a high marketpower are more than one half less sensitive to the GDP and about one quarter less sensitiveto the term spread. Firms with a low market power are more than twie as muh exposed tothe term spread. There is a signi�ant positive oe�ient on the CP spread on both high andlow interation oe�ients.The explained variability in all spei�ations is about 7 to 8 per ent. We note that theseR-squared exlude the variability aptured by the �rm �xed e�ets (the �xed e�et representsabout 75% of the total error variane), therefore the overall explained variability is atually18



muh higher.We summarize this setion by stating that our results speak in favor of the hypothesis thatimperfetly ompetitive industries bene�t from a signi�ant insulation from aggregate shoks.Firms in onentrated industries seem to be less exposed to both the oinident business ylevariable, as well as to leading indiators.4.3 Results on �naning onstraints4.3.1 Standalone spei�ationWe �rst proeed to the analysis of the e�et of �naning onstraints without ontrolling forindustry ompetition. The studied spei�ation will be analogous to the previous ase. Weestimate the equation using lagged indiator variables for high (HiFC) and low (LoFC) �naningonstraints based on the WW index, the payout ratio, size, and LT and ST ratings, and theirinterations with the maro variables:(1)+ FC indiators+MaroVar-FC indiator interations (4)In table 6 we summarize results for �ve di�erent proxies of �naning onstraints (note thatfor the two ratings proxies there are only dummies for low onstrained �rms due to reasonsdisussed in the last paragraph of setion 3.3).The sensitivity to GDP is signi�antly lower for �rms faing low onstraints, for all proxiesexept the WW index whih is only signi�ant at the 10% level. Depending on the proxy,unonstrained �rms are about 30% to 70% less sensitive to GDP growth than the average �rm.Constrained �rms have either an insigni�ant negative interation oe�ient (WW and size),or a positive oe�ient signi�ant at the 10% level (P/O ratio).The results on the bond spread are the most lear-ut. For all our proxies unonstrained�rms are less exposed to unexpeted hanges in the bond spread: on average about 50% lessthan average �rms. On the other hand, onstrained �rms are signi�antly more sensitive tothis variable for two out of three proxies used, and the oe�ient is negative on the third one.19



There is little signi�ane on the CP spread interation terms. The term spread interationoe�ients are only signi�ant for one proxy, the P/O ratio.In all ases, the model explains about 6% to 7% of the variane of the dependent variable,exluding the �rm �xed e�ets ontribution. The RMSE, not presented in the table, is about0.09 to 0.10 (note that the SD of the dependent variable is about 0.14).To sum up, using various proxies of �naning onstraints we onlude that onstrained�rms' operations are more sensitive to the overall business yle, being a�eted more by boththe oinident indiator as well as one leading indiator, the bond spread. Our results areapparently onsistent with the �ight to quality e�et of Bernanke, Gertler and Gilhrist (1996)where onstrained �rms tend to su�er early in eonomi slumps from a tightening of reditonditions.4.3.2 Spei�ation ontrolling for market ompetitionWe will now attempt to analyze the hypothesis H3, whih laims that the �nanial aelerator-like e�et doumented in the previous setion is strongest in ompetitive industries. We willestimate an equation that ontrols for �naning onstraints, produt market ompetition, andtheir interations. We will use the PMC levels as a measure the level of ompetition.
(1)+ FC indiators+ PMC+MaroVar-PMC interations

+MaroVar-FC indiator interations
+MaroVar-FC indiator-PMC interations (5)Table 7 shows results for this ombined spei�ation. We see that the �rst eight rowsof the table are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the spei�ation with ompetitioninterations only (presented in table 5, olumn (2) ): �rms in onentrated industries have abetter aggregate shoks resistane.Simple interation terms with �naning onstraints proxies are less signi�ant than in thestandalone spei�ation in table 6. Low onstrained �rms have a negative interation oe�ient20



on GDP, but signi�ant only for two out of �ve proxies. The bond spread interation e�etsurvives in this spei�ation: all �ve oe�ients are signi�antly positive for the low onstraintsdummy, and all oe�ients are positive (one signi�antly) on the high onstraints dummy. TheTerm and CP spread oe�ients show no lear patterns.The parameters of interest are on the ross interation terms ontaining both the ompeti-tion and the onstraints variables. The ross interation term of Low onstraints with PMC ismostly positive and signi�ant in two out of �ve ases. The ross term of High onstraints andPMC is negative and signi�ant in two out of three ases. This means that onstrained �rmstend to bene�t relatively more from the maro-protetion e�et of industry onentration.Conversely, onstrained �rms are the most exposed to aggregate shoks in highly ompetitiveindustries. This piture is even more lear with the ross terms on the Bond spread. Lowonstraints ross terms are all signi�antly negative at least at the 10% level, while High on-straints terms are all positive, one signi�ant and two just below the 10% signi�ane level.Again onstrained �rms tend to bene�t more from the insulation from aggregate shoks dueto the onentration of their industry. Similar but less straightforward patterns an be seenon the Term spread ross oe�ients.In these spei�ations, the model explains 6 to 7% of the variane of the dependent variable,exluding the �xed e�et's ontribution. The RMSE (not presented) is in the interval 0.093-0.098, therefore about one-third of �rm pro�tabilty's standard deviation is aptured by themodel.This setion provided signi�ant evidene in favor of the hypothesis H3: �naning on-straints seem to have stronger real e�ets on the operating performane of ompanies in themost ompetitive industries. Put di�erently, the maro-insulation bene�t of onentrationis higher for �rms deemed as onstrained using a number of ommon proxies of �naningonstraints.
21



5 Other real e�ets of �naning onstraintsIn this setion we will inspet whether the previously disussed results onerning operatingperformane have their impat on �rm behavior, in partiular in terms of investment and em-ployment. In e�et, the main impliation of the �nanial aelerator as presented in Bernankeet al. (1996) is that �nanially onstrained �rms subjet to a �ight to quality are fored torestrain their investment more than other �rms, thereby further ontributing to the aggregateeonomi slowdown and e�etively ontributing to the depth of the reession.We will estimate an enrihed version of an investment model where we inlude a marovariable and its interation with market onentration. As it is standard in the investmentliterature we will estimate this equation on subsamples based on various �nanial onstraintsproxies (see for example Gilhrist and Himmelberg (1995)). The estimated spei�ation is:
Invit = α+

(
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γkFirmVarkit−1 + γ7 ∗ PMCSIC3
t−1 + ǫit (6)In the following subsetions Inv will be one of three investment rates (in physial apital,in net working apital, in inventories) or the employment growth rate. The set of lagged �rmvariables FirmVar inludes the M/B ratio of assets, ash �ow measured as the operating inomebefore depreiation divided by assets, apital intensity measured as PPE/Assets, size measuredas the log of assets, a dividend payer dummy, and previous year's industry sales growth.5.1 Fixed investmentWe �rst present our results for equation 6 applied to investment in physial apital, de�ned asthe ratio of apital expenditures to net property, plant and equipment. We exlude irrelevant�rms operating with very low physial apital, i.e. whose PPE/Assets ratio is lower than 5%.The �rst observation from table 8 is that the sensitivity of investment to GDP is learlyhigher for �rms with high onstraints. For unonstrained �rms a one standard deviationinrease in GDP is assoiated with a 0.57-1.08 perentage point inrease in the investment22



rate, depending on the proxy used. For onstrained �rms this inrease in GDP will lead to a0.99-1.50 perentage point inrease in investment.A seond observation is that the interation of GDP with PMC is positive in all ases, sug-gesting that industry ompetition inreases the maro sensitivity of �rm investment. Howeverthe oe�ients are only signi�ant in the high onstraints subsample, and only for the �rstthree proxies. Judging by the size of the onstrained subsample for the rating-based proxies,this absene of signi�ane ould be due to the rudeness of these two onstraints proxies. Inthe three ases where the oe�ient is signi�ant, it has eonomially signi�ant value. A onestandard deviation inrease in PMC inreases the GDP sensitivity by between 30%-50%.We onlude that we found partial evidene for an interation e�et of �naning onstraintsand industry onentration in the ylial sensitivity of �rm investment. As in the setion onoperating performane, we �nd that industry onentration bene�ts onstrained �rms morethan unonstrained �rms.5.2 Net working apital and inventoriesIn this setion we apply equation 6 to investment in net working apital de�ned as the hangein net working apital divided by PPE. Net working apital (NWC) has been analyzed in theontext of �rm investment beause it serves as a bu�er when �naning beomes sare (as shownby Fazzari and Petersen (1993)). In e�et, NWC just like any other omponent of operatingassets has to be �naned in the balane sheet of the �rm. When available �nane beomeslimited, partiularly for the more onstrained �rms, �rms fae a trade-o� when alloating fundsto various asset omponents. Fazzari and Petersen argue that �rms an adjust NWC investmentat a lower ost than �xed investment and therefore NWC is used as a liquidity bu�er. Thebusiness yle variability of NWC ould thus reveal interesting patterns, omplementary tothose seen on �xed investment in the previous setion.We de�ne net working apital as urrent assets minus ash minus urrent liabilities. Weexlude ash beause ash plays an important role for investment poliy, in partiular foronstrained �rms (see Denis and Sibilkov (2010)). Again we exlude �rms having a low physial23



apital ratio (PPE/Assets ratio below 5%).Table 9 on�rms that the NWC investment sensitivity to eonomi onditions varies stronglywith the �naning onstraints status. For low onstraints �rms, the sensitivity is relativelylow and signi�ant for only two out of �ve proxies. For the high onstraints subsample, thesensitivity to GDP is signi�antly positive. A one standard deviation negative shok on eo-nomi ativity redues NWC investment by 3.4-5.5 perentage points. The interation e�etof GDPGR with PMC seems to be mostly positive, but it is only signi�ant in one singlease�high onstraint �rms measured by the P/O proxy.Next, we fous our attention on a subset of NWC: inventories. This asset has a partiularrole in maroeonomis, beause hanges in inventories onstitute an important soure ofaggregate eonomi growth variability. Gertler and Gilhrist (1994) point out di�erenes inthe behavior of inventories in small manufaturing �rms relative to large �rms, the formeraounting for a large part of the variability of the aggregate inventory hanges.We also fous spei�ally on investments in inventories, de�ned as the hange in inventoriesdivided by PPE (results not presented, but available upon request). We note that inventoryinvestment is pro-ylial in all three subsamples, but the e�et is strongest in the onstrainedsubsample. As in the NWC ase, the oe�ient on the PMC interation term is positive andstrongest in the onstrained subsample, but is signi�ant in only one ase.Our results on NWC and inventories on�rm their role of a bu�er asset: the sensitivityof this item to aggregate eonomi ativity is onsiderably higher than the sensitivity of �xedinvestment. Moreover, onstrained �rms' NWC investments seem to be more sensitive to theaggregate shok by a fator of at least 2 ompared to unonstrained �rms. The interation ofonstraints with produt market ompetition is not signi�ant.5.3 EmploymentThe last real e�et that we will analyze is employment growth. Sharpe (1994) shows thatthe aggregate sensitivity of �rm employment to the business yle is higher for small �rmsand for �rms with a high leverage. As we disussed in setion 3.3 size is a ommon proxy24



for �naning onstraints. Compared to Sharpe (1994) our spei�ation ontrols for produtmarket ompetition in addition to onstraints.We inlude in our analysis only �rms whih have had an asset growth rate within the (-50%,+100%) range, to mitigate the e�et of �rm-years with signi�ant orporate events suh asmergers and spin-o�s. Table 10 suggests that there is a maro-sensitivity di�erential betweenthe High and Low onstraints subsamples. Low onstraint �rms redue their employment by1.2%-2.5% for a one SD derease in the GDP, whereas onstrained �rms slash employment by2.8%-3.1%.Interations with PMC have neither a signi�ant oe�ient, nor stable signs. Constrained�rms operating in onentrated industries do not seem have a lower employment sensitivity tothe aggregate yle.We summarize this setion by noting that �nanially onstrained �rms' investment in �xedassets and working apital and their employment appear more sensitive to the business yleompared to unonstrained �rms. Industry ompetition strengthens this e�et only on �xedinvestment.6 Some asset priing resultsPrevious setions show that �nanially onstrained �rms are more exposed to aggregate shoks.This fundamental risk is partiularly high if they operate in highly ompetitive industries. Inthis setion we show that stok pries do not ompletely re�et these di�erenes in fundamentalrisk.We start by merging our fundamentals data with CRSP stok returns. We use all �rms thatboth satisfy our fundamentals data requirements (see setion 3) and have valid CRSP returnsdata. At the end of June of eah year t we take the year t-1 sorts from the fundamentalsdataset and we onstrut portfolios based on PMC and FC top/bottom teriles. We use thisportfolio struture to alulate July t to June t+1 returns. We use three proxies for FC:the WW index, the payout ratio, and size (total assets). We end up with three sets of nine25



double-sorted portfolios and we alulate their value-weighted monthly exess returns.We regress portfolio exess returns on three Fama-Frenh fators and the momentum fa-tor.5 In table 11 we present time-series regression estimates on the period July 1977 to De-ember 2009.In Panel A (WW index) we observe that at low and medium levels of market ompetition,unonstrained �rms have the lowest market beta, as expeted. For high levels of ompetition,however, market beta di�ers little for di�erent levels of FC. We also note that market beta ishighest for medium FC �rms at all levels of ompetition, although the di�erene is small formedium and high PMC levels. This latter result might be surprising at �rst. But note that thedi�erene in risk between medium and high FC �rms is aptured instead by the SMB fator.Indeed, high FC �rms map strongly on the size fator.The most interesting observation in Panel A is that low onstraints �rms in medium andhighly ompetitive industries earn a signi�ant positive abnormal return. The High PMC/LowFC portfolio earns about 26bp monthly abnormal return (about 3.1% annualized). This issurprising given our evidene that these ompanies bear signi�antly less fundamental riskompared to highly onstrained �rms. Stok pries do not seem to re�et this fundamentalrisk di�erential.Panel B (payout ratio) presents an even learer piture. Market beta is generally inreas-ing in both PMC and FC. Moreover, additional risk exposure of highly onstrained portfoliosis mapped on the SMB fator. Again, unonstrained �rms in medium and highly ompeti-tive industries earn a signi�ant abnormal return of 19bp (2.3% annualized) and 40bp (4.9%annualized), respetively.In Panel C (size) the overall piture remains similar to Panel A. Market beta is not neessar-ily monotonous in FC, in partiular in the highly ompetitive portfolios. But the SMB fatormappings apture a large part of overall risk of high FC portfolios. Most importantly, the LowFC �rms earn again signi�ant positive abnormal returns in medium and highly ompetitiveindustries (16bp and 24bp, respetively).We investigate further the abnormal returns patterns by running moving window time-5We use fator data from Kenneth Frenh's webpage.26



series regressions of portfolio returns on the same set of four fators. We present in �gure 4abnormal returns and their t-stats from 48-month moving window regressions of four ornerportfolios orresponding to ombinations of High/Low FC and High/Low PMC.First, for all three FC proxies the High FC/High PMC portfolio earned mostly negativeabnormal returns over the seond half of the 1980s, marked by the beginning of the savingsand loan risis and the stok market rash of 1987. The period 1994-95 (Fed tightening, bondmarket deline and rising yield volatility) through 1997 (Asian risis) was also a period ofmostly signi�ant negative abnormal returns for this portfolio, but only based on the WWand Size proxies. The �rst half of the 2000s is the only period of positive abnormal returns,signi�ant only when using the WW and P/O proxies. The 2007-2009 risis brought againsome negative abnormal returns.The High FC/Low PMC portfolio had also negative alphas during these periods of distress,namely the seond half of the 1990s and the 2007-09 risis. But there were also periods ofsigni�antly positive returns: the �rst half of the 1980s and the early 1990s.The Low FC/High PMC portfolios earned positive alphas during the 1997 Asian risisperiod with a peak in early 1998 for all three FC proxies. Similarly, these ompanies earnpositive returns in the post-reession periods of 2002-03, and 2009. The only instane ofsigni�ant negative returns is the 1986 period.Last, the Low FC/Low PMC portfolio abnormal returns are learly lower in magnitudeand only signi�ant at times. For example, alphas were signi�ant during the 2007-09 risisperiod.The moving window analysis sheds some light on the positive abnormal returns of low on-straints �rms in medium and highly ompetitive industries observed in table 11. Unonstrained�rms in highly ompetitive industries tend to bene�t from post-downturn onditions when ar-guably their onstrained rivals are still experiening di�ulties (as doumented in previoussetions). However, this fat is not su�iently re�eted in valuations and unonstrained �rmsgenerate positive abnormal returns in those periods. This �nding is new and is omplementaryto results on the e�et of produt market ompetition on stok returns by Hou and Robinson27



(2006).Also, the abnormal negative returns of onstrained �rms in risis periods indiates that atnormal times their stok pries do not re�et their �nanial `vulnerability'. This �nding ouldpartly explain why previous studies �nd that a �naning onstraints fator in stok returnsearns a negative (Lamont, Polk, and Saá-Requejo 2001) or a positive but insigni�ant riskpremium (Whited and Wu 2006).7 The e�et of �naning onstraints on ompetitive mehanisms7.1 A simple mean reversion modelUp to this point, we have studied how ex ante measures of ompetition intensity a�et thereal e�ets of �naning onstraints. In this setion we will look at how ex ante measures of�naning onstraints at the �rm and industry level a�et ompetitive mehanisms.To address this question we will analyze how �naning onstraints a�et the ross-setionalmean-reversion mehanism of �rm pro�tability. Following Fama and Frenh (2000, hereinafterFF) we estimate a simple partial adjustment model of mean-reversion of pro�tability. In theirpaper FF propose a two step method. In the �rst step they estimate on eah year's ross-setionthe expeted pro�tability for eah �rm based on three variables: M/B of assets, dividends tobook equity and a dummy indiating zero dividends.6 As a seond step, the authors estimatean equation where the hange of pro�tability for a �rm in year t is explained by the laggedpro�tability hange and by the di�erene between observed and expeted pro�tability in t− 1.The main FF spei�ation is somewhat disputable, given that expeted pro�tability is linkedto the M/B ratio of assets. In e�et, suh a spei�ation allows the expeted pro�tability insubsequent years to �revert� to e�etive pro�tability instead of the seeing the e�etive numberreverting to its expetation (as we impliitly expet in the notion of mean-reversion). If a �rmearns abnormal levels of pro�tability in year t, the market an interpret this surprise as the �newnormal�: M/B inreases and therefore next year's expeted pro�tability inreases as well. This6Note that we inlude very similar variables as individual �rm ontrols in our regressions in setion 4, exeptthat we use lagged values. 28



spei�ation therefore jointly tests a mean-reversion of pro�tability and a orret treatmentof fundamental information by the markets. The authors �nd a rate of mean reversion in thisspei�ation at about 38% a year.FF inlude also a more robust spei�ation in whih pro�tability is assumed to mean-revert to a ommon ross-setional mean. In this setting the mean-reversion oe�ient isalso signi�ant, though lower, at about 30% a year. It seems normal that in this ase theestimated mean-reversion rate is lower, beause we apture the pure mean-reversion of e�etivepro�tability to a ommon mean.We speify a model similar to the FF's seond spei�ation, exept that we expliitlyinlude the ross setional average pro�tability in the previous year. The baseline model isROAit − ROAit−1 = α+ β
(ROAit−1 − ROAagr

t−1

)

+ γ (ROAit−1 − ROAit−2) + ǫit, (7)where ROAit is earnings before extraordinary items and interest divided by assets and whereROAagr
t is the asset-weighted average ROA in the ross-setion of all �rms.We then inlude interation mean-reversion terms ontrolling for �naning onstraints atthe �rm and industry level:ROAit − ROAit−1 = α+

(

β + δLo × LoFCt−1 + δHi ×HiFCt−1 + δ%Hi ×%HiFCt−1

)

×

(ROAit−1 − ROAagr
t−1

)

+ γ (ROAit−1 − ROAit−2) + ǫit, (8)where LoFC (HiFC) is an indiator variable of the bottom (top) 30% observations based on theonstraints proxy in the previous year, and where %Hi is the proportion of HiFC �rms withinthe SIC3 industry in the previous year. Equation (8) is slightly modi�ed for the rating-basedproxies, where we only use indiators for low onstrained �rms (see setion 3.3 for a disussionof this hoie).We estimate these equations using the Fama and MaBeth (1973) method and we presentthe results in table 12. The baseline mean-reversion oe�ient of 26.9% per year in olumn(1) is reasonably lose to the value of about 30% found by Fama and Frenh (2000) on an29



earlier sample period. Note that autoorrelation in the year-by-year slope estimates is notbeing orreted for in our tables, whih means that t-statistis are overestimated. If we hada su�iently long time series of these slope estimates, we would be able to estimate reliableautoorrelation estimates and alulate adjusted SEs by the Newey-West tehnique. Sine thisis not the ase, to infer signi�ane we follow Fama and Frenh (2000) and require somewhathigher t-statistis for signi�ane. FF estimate that with an autoorrelation of 0.5, the SEsshould be inreased by about 40%, therefore the threshold for t-stats should be at about 2.8instead of the ommonly used value of 1.96.In olumns (2) to (6) we use �ve di�erent proxies for �naning onstraints. We �nd partialevidene that �rm-level onstraints a�et the mean-reversion rate of �rm pro�tability: for twoonstraints proxies (WW index and P/O ratio), the di�erene between onstrained and un-onstrained �rms is signi�ant and suggesting that onstrained �rms revert to the mean fasterthan unonstrained �rms. The evidene is more lear-ut for the industry-level onstraints:the perentage of onstrained �rms signi�antly redues the mean reversion rate in all threeases. Inreasing the perentage of onstrained �rms within an industry by 50 perentagepoints redues the mean reversion rate by about 12 perentage points. We note however thatthe perentage of unonstrained �rms in the two ratings-based ases has the expeted negativeoe�ient only for LT ratings and the average t statisti is below our inreased hurdle valueof 2.8 in both ases.7.2 Two-level mean-reversionWhen looking at the spei�ation of equation (7) one ould argue that the impliit assumptionof mean-reversion towards one ommon average pro�tability for all �rms is implausible. Themost obvious argument is that one ommon expeted pro�tability does not take into aountdi�erenes in risk aross industries. A similar ritique an be made based on di�erenesin tehnology, the level of intangible assets (human apital, tait knowledge, brand value,reputation) et.To address this issue, we improve somewhat the spei�ation by inluding a two-level mean-30



reversion mehanism. The �rst level is the mean reversion of �rm pro�tability to the industrymean. The seond level is the mean-reversion of the industry mean to the aggregate mean. Ifthe above ritique is justi�ed, we should only �nd evidene for the �rst level of mean reversion.Spei�ally, we estimate in the baseline ase the equationROAit − ROAit−1 = α+ β1
(ROAit−1 − ROASIC3

t−1

)

+ β2
(ROASIC3

t−1 − ROAagr
t−1

)

+ γ (ROAit−1 − ROAit−2) + ǫit, (9)where ROASIC3
t is the asset-weighted average pro�tability in the SIC3 industry. The hangein �rm pro�tability an therefore be due to either the previous year's di�erene between the�rm and its industry mean, or between the previous year's industry mean and the aggregatemean.Analogously, the two-level spei�ation ontrolling for �naning onstraints isROAit − ROAit−1 = α+

(

β + δLo × LoFCt−1 + δHi ×HiFCt−1 + δ%Hi ×%HiFCt−1

)

×

(ROAit−1 − ROASIC3
t−1

)

+
(

λ+ κLo × LoFCt−1 + κHi ×HiFCt−1 + κ%Hi ×%HiFCt−1

)

×

(ROASIC3
t−1 − ROAagr

t−1

)

+ γ (ROAit−1 − ROAit−2) + ǫit. (10)Table 13 shows results based on the two-level spei�ation. The results at the �rst level(�rm vs. industry) are qualitatively similar to the simple ase. Individual �naning onstraintsstatus seems to be relevant only in some ases (WW and P/O). The signi�ant negativeoe�ient on the LoFC term for LT ratings is surprising as it suggests that low onstraints �rmsseem to revert faster than other �rms. The perentage of onstrained �rms has a signi�antlypositive oe�ient in all three ases (WW, P/O, size), and the perentage of unonstrained�rms is negative for LT ratings although the average t-stat is still below our onservativethreshold of 2.8.The piture is ompletely reversed at the seond level (industry vs. aggregate): individualonstraints status seems to be muh more relevant here, with all oe�ients having the same31



sign aross all FC proxies, and with muh higher average t-stats. On the other hand, theperentage of onstrained �rms in the SIC3 industry does not seem to be relevant as noaverage t-stat is above our threshold of 2.8.In summary, the two-level spei�ation on�rmed that pro�tability mean-reversion is hap-pening at both the intra-industry and the inter-industry levels. We further on�rmed that theproportion of onstrained/unonstrained �rms within the industry seems to be an importantdeterminant of intra-industry pro�tability mean-reversion.These regularities are not taken into aount by market valuations. In table 14 we onstrutdouble sorted portfolios on (i) the relative �rm pro�tability with respet to the pro�tability ofits SIC3 industry, and (ii) on the industry perentage of �nanially onstrained �rms withinthe SIC3 industry. We that abnormally pro�table �rms earn alphas of about 20-29 bp permonth if a high perentage of their rivals are �nanially onstrained. The alphas are small andnot signi�ant for abnormally pro�table �rms if their industries have few onstrained �rms.8 RobustnessBesides having used �ve di�erent proxies for �naning onstraints previously employed inthe literature, we have also tried several robustness heks for our results. First, we haveemployed an alternative spei�ation for the interation e�et of �naning onstraints andmarket onentration on the business yle sensitivity of operating pro�tability. Instead ofinluding �rm level proxies of lagged pro�tability we use lagged values of pro�tability. Weuse three lagged levels of ROA. Due to known issues with lagged dependent variables in paneldata, we estimate this equation following Arellano and Bond (1991) with a di�erene GMMestimator (instrumenting with four lags of endogenous variables, ollapsed). The MaroVarset inludes the same four maro variables as in setion 4. The statistial properties of thisspei�ation are improved when we inlude �rm variables that likely a�et deviations froma simple autoregressive spei�ation (we use lagged hanges in the �xed investment rate andin advertising expense). We apture the e�et of �naning onstraints by estimating theequation on subsamples of Low, Medium, and High �naning onstraints. The results (not32



reported) strongly support our main set of results. The PMC interation terms with GDPGRand DBSPR for the Low FC subsample are relatively low and sparsely signi�ant. The sameinteration terms on the High FC subsample are both statistially and eonomially signi�ant.Sharpe (1994) notes that using an aggregate eonomi variable on �rm-level data ould beproblemati due to di�erent industry exposure to maroeonomi onditions. As a robustnesshek he proposes to use industry-year spei� dummy variables. We onstrut twelve industrygroups based on the 12 Fama-Frenh portfolios and reate a dummy for eah industry-year.7The results (not reported) on �xed investment sensitivity are even stronger than in the generalase: the interation variable of PMC with GDPGR is signi�ant for onstrained �rms usingall �ve �naning onstraints proxies, while it is eonomially and statistially not signi�antfor medium and low onstrained �rms.The underlying idea of of this paper stating that �naning onstraints should a�et more�rms in ompetitive industries relies strongly on the assumption that �rm ash �ows arestrongly orrelated with the business yle in the �rst plae. Therefore, for industries whoseash �ows ovary little with the business yle, the additional bene�t of a onentrated market(providing insulation against aggregate shoks) should be less important. We follow Sharpe(1994) and Campello (2003) in separating industries into highly orrelated (�durables�), weaklyorrelated (�non-durables�), and others (�non-manufaturing�). Our results on the sensitivityof operating pro�tability to GDP and bond spread shoks survive qualitatively in the durablessubsample, with a loss of signi�ane for some proxies. The results survive partially in thenon-manufaturing subsample. The non-durables subsample ompletely loses signi�ane onthe GDP ross interation terms, as expeted due to a low orrelation of ash �ows with theeonomi yle in these industries. On the other hand, the Bond spread e�et survives evenin the non-durables industries.Lastly, we hek whether our results are not driven by the reent risis. Our results remainbroadly unhanged if we exlude the 2007-2009 period.7We use industry lassi�ation data from Kenneth R. Frenh's data library.
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9 ConlusionIn this paper we studied the interations of produt market ompetition and �naning on-straints. The two researh paths in the �naning onstraints literature, namely that of invest-ment ash-�ow sensitivities and that of �nanial aelerator, point to a viious irle e�et of�naning onstraints during eonomi downturns. Spei�ally, a onstrained �rm must relyon its internal funds exatly when ash �ows are depressed, foring it to a stronger redutionof operations and investment, further depressing internal funds et. We argue that ompeti-tive industries undergo the strongest shok to ash �ows at the onset of a downturn, therebystrengthening the adverse e�et of �naning onstraints during the slowdown.We �nd signi�ant support for our hypothesis in the analysis of operating pro�tabilityof �rms. The e�ets of maro variables on the operating performane of a onstrained �rmare stronger if the �rm operates in a ompetitive industry. Stated di�erently, �naniallyonstrained �rms tend to bene�t relatively more from the insulation e�et of a onentratedprodut market.We on�rm that �naning onstraints have signi�ant real e�ets on the business ylesensitivity of orporate investment and employment to the business yle. In �xed investmentdata we �nd an amplifying e�et of produt market ompetition on the e�ets of �naningonstraints. On the other hand, investments in net working apital and employment growthdo not seem to be subjet to a similar ampli�ation e�et.In our asset priing tests we �nd that stok pries do not ompletely take into aountthese di�erenes in fundamental risk. Spei�ally, unonstrained �rms operating in ompetitiveindustries earn abnormal positive returns, partiularly during periods of eonomi and �nanialdistress.Lastly, we show that �naning onstraints a�et ompetitive mehanisms within industries.We �nd support for the hypothesis that the average level of �naning onstraints in an industrytends to redue the intraindustry mean-reversion of �rm pro�tability. Stok pries do notintegrate this fat. Firms with a high pro�tability relative to their SIC3 industry pro�tabilityearn positive alphas, but only if a high proportion of their rivals are �nanially onstrained.34
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Table 1: Desription of the ross setion of the data on U.S. ompanies exluding�nanials and utilities. # of observations %1977 1350 1.721978 1400 1.781979 1392 1.771980 1420 1.811981 1486 1.891982 1570 2.001983 1695 2.161984 1752 2.231985 2019 2.571986 2107 2.681987 2116 2.691988 2165 2.761989 2244 2.861990 2240 2.851991 2277 2.901992 2336 2.971993 2504 3.191994 2725 3.471995 2970 3.781996 3142 4.001997 3222 4.101998 3362 4.281999 3273 4.172000 3112 3.962001 3009 3.832002 3042 3.872003 2903 3.702004 2804 3.572005 2693 3.432006 2681 3.412007 2586 3.292008 2512 3.202009 2428 3.09Observations 78537
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Table 2: Desriptive statistis.We present desriptive statistis for our sample of U.S. ompanies, exluding �nanial ompanies andutilities. Market equity is the market value of ommon equity at the end of the �sal year adjustedby the CPI, Assets is total book assets adjusted by the CPI, ROA is earnings divided by total assets,ROE is earnings available to ommon shareholders divided by book equity, M/B assets is the marketto book ratio measured at �sal year end, debt/assets is total debt to total assets, real sales growthis sales growth adjusted by the CPI, P/O ratio is ash ommon dividends plus stok repurhasesdivided by earnings, Capex/Assets is apital expenditures divided by total assets. Variables in levelsare in onstant 1994 dollar million.Mean S.D. p25 p50 p75Market equity 1827.7 9978.9 48.0 173.5 730.7Assets 1805.7 10733.6 65.4 201.9 756.9ROA 0.0335 0.1422 0.0178 0.0672 0.1031ROE −0.0003 0.3432 −0.0029 0.0840 0.1452M/B assets 1.6520 1.1593 0.9878 1.2777 1.8569Debt/Assets 0.2160 0.1800 0.0502 0.1966 0.3357Real sales growth 0.0981 0.3371 −0.0473 0.0484 0.1690P/O ratio 0.6623 1.3811 0.0000 0.1150 0.4677Capex/Assets 0.0655 0.0636 0.0237 0.0467 0.0843Observations 78536
Table 3: Finaning onstraints and the level of industry onentration.Perentage of �rms deemed as �nanially onstrained in industries with low, medium and high on-entration (measured by the �tted Her�ndahl-Hirshman index). We use �ve proxies for �naningonstraints: the Whited and Wu index, the payout ratio, size measured by total assets, and the pres-ene of a long-term (short-term) issuer rating. We alulate the aggregate proportion of onstrained�rms in industries with with low (bottom 30%), medium, and high (top 30%) onentration. FittedHHI data are from the Hoberg and Phillips Data Library.Industry onentration levelLow Medium HighWW, %�rms onstrained 37.4 31.8 19.7P/O, %�rms onstrained 50.4 47.6 34.7Size, %�rms onstrained 37.7 31.4 20.4LT rating, %�rms onstrained 66.7 65.1 59.4ST rating, %�rms onstrained 77.6 78.4 78.8Observations 28048 35812 26692
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Table 4: US industries with low onentration and high/low dispersion of �rm Lernerindexes as of 2005.We present the standard deviations of individual �rms' Lerner indexes within 3-digit SIC industries as of2005. We present industries with a �tted HHI below 500, at the high and low end of the distribution ofLerner standard deviations in that year. Standard deviations of Lerner indexes are alulated on our sampleof Compustat US �rms satisfying our data requirements. Fitted HHI data are from the Hoberg and PhillipsData Library.Industry name SIC3 Fitted HHI σ(Lerner)Panel A: High dispersion of �rm Lerner indexesGold & silver ores (mining) 104 436 0.175Crude petrol. & Nat. Gas (extration) 131 399 0.240Drugs 283 450 0.141Deep sea foreign trans. of freight 441 500 0.146Tel. ommuniation 481 499 0.169Cable & other pay TV servies 484 473 0.159Advertising 731 495 0.133Mis. equipment rental & leasing 735 388 0.142Commerial sports 794 481 0.187Panel B: Low dispersion of �rm Lerner indexesOperative builders 153 355 0.044Womens', Misses', and Juniors' Outerwear 233 423 0.069Newspapers 271 491 0.052Mis. hemial produts 289 458 0.049Mis. plastis produts 308 444 0.049Blast furnae & basi steel produts 331 481 0.066General ind. mahinery 356 423 0.064Mahinery, equipment & supplies (wholesale trade) 508 385 0.062Non-store retailers 596 395 0.053
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Table 5: The impat of produt market ompetition on the business yle sensitivityof �rm pro�tability.We regress ROAt on four maro variables, a lagged measure of produt market ompetition (PMC), theirinterations, a set of lagged �rm-level variables, a linear trend and a onstant. Column (2) uses PMC =
(1 − HHI), based on the �tted Her�ndahl-Hirshman index by Hoberg and Phillips (2010). Column (3) isbased on the same de�nition of PMC, but uses only dummies for high and low values of PMC. Column(4) uses a dummy for high and low relative market power (Lerner index of the �rm minus its SIC3 setoraverage). GDPGR is the annual real U.S. GDP growth, DCPSPR is the hange of the average CP spread,DBSPR is the hange of the average bond spread, DTSPR is the hange of the average term spread. The marovariables were orthogonalized and standardized. PMC is standardized. The �rm ontrols are Capex/Assets,PPE/Assets, a dividend payer dummy, (Dividends+Repurhases)/Book equity, and the M/B of assets. LoX(HiX) is an indiator variable for observations in the bottom (top) 30% in the previous year's ross-setion ofthe measure X. We use all Compustat CCM �rms satisfying our data requirements (exl. �nane and utilities).The estimation period is from 1977 to 2009. Estimated using a �rm �xed e�et estimator with �rm-lusteredstandard errors. We present seleted oe�ients. Reported R2 exlude the variability explained by the �xede�ets. (1) (2) (3) (4)Baseline PMC level X=PMC X=Lerner indexGDPGR 0.0036∗∗∗ 0.0045∗∗∗ 0.0048∗∗∗ 0.0052∗∗∗

(7.99) (8.48) (5.60) (8.24)DCPSPR 0.0007 0.0011∗∗ 0.0001 −0.0003
(1.88) (2.68) (0.10) (−0.58)DBSPR −0.0037∗∗∗ −0.0039∗∗∗ −0.0055∗∗∗ −0.0028∗∗∗

(−9.41) (−9.25) (−7.43) (−4.95)DTSPR −0.0061∗∗∗ −0.0063∗∗∗ −0.0073∗∗∗ −0.0065∗∗∗

(−17.14) (−16.45) (−10.77) (−13.48)GDPGR×PMC 0.0015∗∗∗

(3.93)DCPSPR×PMC 0.0005
(1.68)DBPSPR×PMC −0.0024∗∗∗

(−7.34)DTPSPR×PMC −0.0024∗∗∗

(−8.01)GDPGR×LoX −0.0029∗∗ −0.0012
(−2.66) (−0.84)GDPGR×HiX 0.0001 −0.0032∗∗∗

(0.10) (−3.54)DCPSPR×LoX 0.0008 0.0028∗∗

(0.98) (2.65)DCPSPR×HiX 0.0024∗ 0.0017∗

(2.34) (2.24)DBSPR×LoX 0.0053∗∗∗ −0.0045∗∗∗

(5.66) (−3.62)DBSPR×HiX −0.0003 0.0002
(−0.30) (0.28)DTSPR×LoX 0.0041∗∗∗ −0.0014
(4.79) (−1.21)DTSPR×HiX −0.0009 0.0016∗

(−0.84) (2.21)Trend and �rm ontrols Yes Yes Yes YesObservations 78537 70722 70722 71317Adjusted R2 0.070 0.070 0.070 0.084t statistis in parentheses
∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗∗

p < 0.001 41



Table 6: The impat of �naning onstraints on the business yle sensitivity of �rmpro�tability.We regress ROAt on four maro variables, a measure of �rm �naning onstraints, their interations, a set oflagged �rm-level variables, a linear trend and a onstant. In olumns (2)-(6) we interat the maro variableswith a lagged indiator of high or low �naning onstraints (FC). Column (2) shows results based on theWhited and Wu index, (3) uses the payout ratio, (4) uses size, (5) and (6) use the presene of a long-term(short-term) issuer rating. GDPGR is the annual real U.S. GDP growth, DCPSPR is the hange of the averageCP spread, DBSPR is the hange of the average bond spread, DTSPR is the hange of the average term spread.The maro variables were deorrelated and standardized. The �rm ontrols are Capex/Assets, PPE/Assets,a dividend payer dummy, (Dividends+Repurhases)/Book equity, and the M/B of assets. In olumns (2) to(4) LoFC (HiFC) is an indiator variable for the 30% least (most) likely onstrained �rms in the previousyear's ross-setion. In olumns (5) and (6) LoFC is an indiator for �rms having a valid non-default ratingand positive debt in the previous year. We use all Compustat CCM �rms satisfying our data requirements(exl. �nane and utilities). The estimation period is from 1977 to 2009 exept where ratings data are used(available 1985 onwards). Results obtained using the �rm �xed e�et estimator with �rm-lustered standarderrors. We present seleted oe�ients. Reported R2 exlude the variability explained by the �xed e�ets.(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)Baseline WW P/O Size LT rating ST ratingGDPGR 0.0036∗∗∗ 0.0049∗∗∗ 0.0036∗∗∗ 0.0051∗∗∗ 0.0110∗∗∗ 0.0108∗∗∗

(7.99) (6.57) (5.44) (7.07) (11.17) (12.94)DCPSPR 0.0007 0.0017∗∗ 0.0008 0.0004 −0.0023∗ −0.0024∗∗

(1.88) (3.03) (1.50) (0.79) (−2.28) (−2.73)DBSPR −0.0037∗∗∗ −0.0041∗∗∗ −0.0029∗∗∗ −0.0039∗∗∗ −0.0084∗∗∗ −0.0078∗∗∗

(−9.41) (−6.09) (−4.16) (−6.14) (−12.58) (−13.65)DTSPR −0.0061∗∗∗ −0.0067∗∗∗ −0.0059∗∗∗ −0.0064∗∗∗ −0.0051∗∗∗ −0.0051∗∗∗

(−17.14) (−11.77) (−9.70) (−11.33) (−9.39) (−10.69)GDPGR×LoFC −0.0017 −0.0021∗∗ −0.0019∗ −0.0032∗ −0.0083∗∗∗

(−1.80) (−2.60) (−2.04) (−2.22) (−5.47)GDPGR×HiFC −0.0005 0.0024 −0.0012
(−0.34) (1.89) (−0.87)DCPSPR×LoFC −0.0005 0.0002 0.0010 0.0012 0.0045∗

(−0.69) (0.28) (1.45) (0.80) (2.55)DCPSPR×HiFC −0.0035∗∗ −0.0009 −0.0010
(−3.12) (−0.89) (−0.95)DBPSPR×LoFC 0.0026∗∗ 0.0023∗∗ 0.0022∗∗ 0.0037∗∗∗ 0.0049∗∗∗

(3.17) (2.69) (2.72) (3.68) (4.06)DBPSPR×HiFC −0.0026∗ −0.0040∗∗∗ −0.0017
(−2.04) (−3.73) (−1.46)DTPSPR×LoFC 0.0012 0.0024∗∗ 0.0002 0.0004 0.0003
(1.61) (3.27) (0.23) (0.48) (0.36)DTPSPR×HiFC 0.0009 −0.0021∗ 0.0015
(0.77) (−2.17) (1.45)Trend and �rm ontrols Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes YesObservations 78537 73037 78537 78537 64453 64453Adjusted R2 0.070 0.068 0.071 0.073 0.060 0.060t statistis in parentheses

∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗∗

p < 0.001
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Table 7: The joint e�et of �naning onstraints and produt market ompetition.We regress ROAt on four maro variables, measures of �naning onstraints, a measure of produt marketompetition, their interations, a set of lagged �rm-level variables, a linear trend and a onstant. Eah olumnuses a di�erent measure of �naning onstraints. PMC is the lagged value of (1 − HHI), based on the �ttedHer�ndahl-Hirshman index by Hoberg and Phillips (2010). The �rm ontrols and maro variables are asin previous tables. We use all Compustat CCM �rms satisfying our data requirements (exl. �nane andutilities). The estimation period is from 1977 to 2009 exept where ratings data are used (available 1985onwards). Results obtained using the �rm �xed e�et estimator with �rm-lustered standard errors. Wepresent seleted oe�ients. Reported R2 exlude the variability explained by the �xed e�ets.(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)WW P/O Size LT rating ST ratingGDPGR 0.0053∗∗∗ 0.0045∗∗∗ 0.0060∗∗∗ 0.0112∗∗∗ 0.0113∗∗∗

(6.57) (5.74) (7.43) (10.94) (12.83)DCPSPR 0.0021∗∗∗ 0.0012∗ 0.0011 −0.0016 −0.0015
(3.35) (2.04) (1.84) (−1.46) (−1.65)DBSPR −0.0038∗∗∗ −0.0032∗∗∗ −0.0039∗∗∗ −0.0081∗∗∗ −0.0077∗∗∗

(−5.48) (−4.24) (−5.85) (−11.75) (−12.80)DTSPR −0.0069∗∗∗ −0.0061∗∗∗ −0.0067∗∗∗ −0.0052∗∗∗ −0.0052∗∗∗

(−11.66) (−9.11) (−11.19) (−9.15) (−10.50)GDPGR×PMC 0.0007 0.0014∗ 0.0016∗ 0.0022∗∗ 0.0021∗∗

(0.96) (2.55) (2.34) (2.66) (3.14)DCPSPR×PMC 0.0009 0.0010∗ 0.0010 0.0015 0.0012
(1.49) (2.32) (1.77) (1.58) (1.51)DBSPR×PMC −0.0027∗∗∗ −0.0023∗∗∗ −0.0026∗∗∗ −0.0027∗∗∗ −0.0023∗∗∗

(−4.38) (−4.13) (−4.54) (−4.94) (−5.28)DTSPR×PMC −0.0025∗∗∗ −0.0017∗∗∗ −0.0032∗∗∗ −0.0031∗∗∗ −0.0027∗∗∗

(−4.53) (−3.61) (−6.36) (−5.85) (−6.24)GDPGR×LoFC −0.0009 −0.0029∗∗ −0.0018 −0.0019 −0.0081∗∗∗

(−0.88) (−2.96) (−1.66) (−1.24) (−4.67)GDPGR×HiFC −0.0006 0.0020 −0.0021
(−0.43) (1.45) (−1.44)DCPSPR×LoFC −0.0004 −0.0004 0.0007 0.0009 0.0029
(−0.46) (−0.46) (0.80) (0.55) (1.37)DCPSPR×HiFC −0.0037∗∗ −0.0007 −0.0015
(−3.12) (−0.58) (−1.29)DBSPR×LoFC 0.0021∗ 0.0025∗∗ 0.0020∗ 0.0034∗∗ 0.0045∗∗

(2.36) (2.67) (2.22) (3.10) (3.15)DBSPR×HiFC −0.0018 −0.0033∗∗ −0.0012
(−1.40) (−2.91) (−0.96)DTSPR×LoFC 0.0005 0.0022∗∗ −0.0001 0.0002 0.0002
(0.69) (2.74) (−0.11) (0.18) (0.17)DTSPR×HiFC 0.0018 −0.0015 0.0024∗

(1.60) (−1.45) (2.13)GDPGR×LoFC×PMC 0.0005 −0.0022∗∗ −0.0007 −0.0005 −0.0020∗

(0.58) (−3.11) (−0.86) (−0.44) (−2.08)GDPGR×HiFC×PMC 0.0038∗∗ 0.0026∗ 0.0013
(2.64) (2.40) (0.85)DCPSPR×LoFC×PMC−0.0002 −0.0015∗ −0.0004 −0.0022 −0.0023

(−0.30) (−2.56) (−0.66) (−1.75) (−1.73)DCPSPR×HiFC×PMC−0.0010 0.0003 −0.0004
(−0.71) (0.26) (−0.29)DBSPR×LoFC×PMC 0.0014 0.0016∗ 0.0015∗ 0.0020∗∗ 0.0024∗∗

(1.87) (2.38) (2.11) (2.72) (2.97)DBSPR×HiFC×PMC −0.0033∗ −0.0014 −0.0021
(−2.38) (−1.53) (−1.68)DTSPR×LoFC×PMC −0.0005 0.0006 0.0010 0.0022∗∗ 0.0023∗∗∗

(−0.71) (0.95) (1.67) (3.22) (3.83)DTSPR×HiFC×PMC −0.0001 −0.0021∗ 0.0013
(−0.11) (−2.45) (1.08)Trend & ontrols Yes Yes Yes Yes YesObservations 67385 70722 70722 58176 58176Adjusted R2 0.070 0.072 0.073 0.061 0.061t statistis in parentheses

∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗∗

p < 0.001 43



Table 8: Business yle sensitivity of �xed investment.We regress annual �rm investment rates on the real GDP growth, a measure of produt market ompetition(PMC), their interation, and a set of lagged ontrols (oe�ients not reported). We split the sample basedon the level of �naning onstraints using �ve proxies. Investment is de�ned as apital expenditures dividedby net property, plant and equipment. Our ontrol variables inlude lagged values of the market-to-book ratioof assets, ash �ow to assets measured as operating inome before depreiation divided by total assets, the logof total assets, the ratio of physial apital (PPE) to total assets, the dividend payer dummy, the growth rateof sales of the three-digit SIC industry, and a onstant. PMC is the lagged value of (1 − HHI), based on theSIC3 �tted Her�ndahl-Hirshman index from the Hoberg and Phillips data library. PMC and GDP growthare standardized. We use all Compustat CCM �rms satisfying our data requirements and with PPE/assetsabove 5%. The estimation period is from 1977 to 2009 exept where ratings data are used (available 1985onwards). Results obtained using a �rm �xed e�et estimator with �rm-lustered standard errors. ReportedR2 exlude the variability explained by the �xed e�ets.(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)WW P/O Size LT rating ST ratingPanel A: Low �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0036 −0.0026 −0.0044∗ −0.0010 −0.0010
(−1.87) (−1.36) (−2.13) (−0.40) (−0.40)GDP growth 0.0063∗∗∗ 0.0092∗∗∗ 0.0057∗∗∗ 0.0104∗∗∗ 0.0108∗∗∗

(7.14) (10.57) (6.72) (9.16) (6.78)GDP growth × PMC 0.0009 0.0010 0.0008 0.0002 0.0001
(1.49) (1.44) (1.55) (0.29) (0.19)Observations 20343 21301 23227 13538 5090Adjusted R2 0.190 0.143 0.188 0.142 0.157Panel B: Medium �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0012 −0.0024 −0.0022

(−0.44) (−1.03) (−0.91)GDP growth 0.0102∗∗∗ 0.0079∗∗∗ 0.0096∗∗∗

(10.53) (8.33) (10.42)GDP growth × PMC 0.0013 0.0010 0.0004
(1.30) (1.39) (0.47)Observations 24087 20084 28022Adjusted R2 0.217 0.196 0.223Panel C: High �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0002 −0.0046 −0.0038 0.0023 0.0012

(−0.05) (−1.57) (−0.94) (0.98) (0.59)GDP growth 0.0099∗∗∗ 0.0104∗∗∗ 0.0101∗∗∗ 0.0150∗∗∗ 0.0137∗∗∗

(7.04) (8.67) (7.38) (14.63) (15.69)GDP growth × PMC 0.0044∗∗ 0.0027∗∗ 0.0054∗∗∗ 0.0010 0.0008
(2.91) (2.68) (3.33) (1.12) (1.18)Observations 15980 28326 18462 36510 44981Adjusted R2 0.173 0.237 0.197 0.213 0.204t statistis in parentheses

∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗∗

p < 0.001

44



Table 9: Business yle sensitivity of net working apital.We regress annual �rm investment in net working apital on the real GDP growth, a measure of produt marketompetition (PMC), their interation, and a set of lagged ontrols (oe�ients not reported). We split thesample based on the level of �naning onstraints using �ve proxies. NWC is urrent assets less ash&STI lessurrent liabilities. NWC investment is the hange of NWC divided by net property, plant and equipment. Ourontrol variables inlude lagged values of the market-to-book ratio of assets, ash �ow to assets measured asoperating inome before depreiation divided by total assets, the log of total assets, the ratio of physial apital(PPE) to total assets, the dividend payer dummy, the growth rate of sales of the three-digit SIC industry,and a onstant. PMC is the lagged value of (1 −HHI), based on the SIC3 �tted Her�ndahl-Hirshman indexfrom the Hoberg and Phillips data library. PMC and GDP growth are standardized. We use all CompustatCCM �rms satisfying our data requirements and with PPE/assets above 5%. The estimation period is from1977 to 2009 exept where ratings data are used (available 1985 onwards). Results obtained using a �rm �xede�et estimator with �rm-lustered standard errors. Reported R2 exlude the variability explained by the�xed e�ets. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)WW P/O Size LT rating ST ratingPanel A: Low �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0073 −0.0165∗∗ −0.0063 0.0052 0.0049
(−0.95) (−2.65) (−1.16) (0.71) (0.73)GDP growth 0.0023 0.0211∗∗∗ 0.0077∗ 0.0056 −0.0107
(0.76) (6.07) (2.50) (1.12) (−1.77)GDP growth × PMC −0.0023 −0.0034 0.0005 0.0029 0.0016

(−1.16) (−1.24) (0.26) (0.99) (0.50)Observations 19618 20706 22314 12946 4851Adjusted R2 0.011 0.013 0.010 0.006 0.001Panel B: Medium �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0257∗ −0.0056 −0.0118
(−2.25) (−0.61) (−1.33)GDP growth 0.0354∗∗∗ 0.0242∗∗∗ 0.0382∗∗∗

(7.98) (5.35) (9.43)GDP growth × PMC 0.0018 0.0025 0.0045
(0.48) (0.90) (1.33)Observations 23402 19466 27226Adjusted R2 0.032 0.022 0.024Panel C: High �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0170 −0.0248∗ −0.0381∗ −0.0139 −0.0100

(−0.87) (−2.01) (−1.98) (−1.33) (−1.23)GDP growth 0.0510∗∗∗ 0.0412∗∗∗ 0.0545∗∗∗ 0.0417∗∗∗ 0.0339∗∗∗

(6.68) (6.96) (8.00) (7.37) (7.38)GDP growth × PMC 0.0076 0.0103∗ 0.0035 −0.0008 0.0010
(0.89) (2.22) (0.43) (−0.17) (0.30)Observations 15652 27459 18091 35355 43468Adjusted R2 0.019 0.030 0.028 0.021 0.020t statistis in parentheses

∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗∗

p < 0.001

45



Table 10: Business yle sensitivity of employment.We regress annual �rm employment growth on the real GDP growth, a measure of produt market ompetition(PMC), their interation, and a set of lagged ontrols (oe�ients not reported). We split the sample based onthe level of �naning onstraints using �ve proxies. Employment growth is the growth rate of the number ofemployees. Our ontrol variables inlude lagged values of the market-to-book ratio of assets, ash �ow to assetsmeasured as operating inome before depreiation divided by total assets, the log of total assets, the ratio ofphysial apital (PPE) to total assets, the dividend payer dummy, the growth rate of sales of the three-digitSIC industry, and a onstant. PMC is the lagged value of (1 − HHI), based on the SIC3 �tted Her�ndahl-Hirshman index from the Hoberg and Phillips data library. PMC and GDP growth are standardized. We useall Compustat CCM �rms satisfying our data requirements and with an asset growth within the (-50%,+100%)range. The estimation period is from 1977 to 2009 exept where ratings data are used (available 1985 onwards).Results obtained using a �rm �xed e�et estimator with �rm-lustered standard errors. Reported R2 exludethe variability explained by the �xed e�ets.(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)WW P/O Size LT rating ST ratingPanel A: Low �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0011 0.0036 −0.0015 −0.0001 −0.0031
(−0.39) (1.12) (−0.54) (−0.03) (−0.72)GDP growth 0.0224∗∗∗ 0.0233∗∗∗ 0.0228∗∗∗ 0.0249∗∗∗ 0.0118∗∗∗

(14.78) (15.54) (15.49) (11.02) (4.16)GDP growth × PMC 0.0002 −0.0004 0.0006 0.0013 −0.0016
(0.18) (−0.30) (0.65) (0.97) (−0.88)Observations 19889 20559 21916 12839 4949Adjusted R2 0.082 0.053 0.078 0.075 0.048Panel B: Medium �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0018 −0.0017 −0.0056

(−0.35) (−0.47) (−1.14)GDP growth 0.0295∗∗∗ 0.0259∗∗∗ 0.0278∗∗∗

(17.37) (15.28) (16.80)GDP growth × PMC −0.0026 −0.0001 −0.0020
(−1.59) (−0.06) (−1.23)Observations 24270 19073 26181Adjusted R2 0.080 0.070 0.071Panel C: High �n. onstraintsPMC −0.0062 −0.0131∗ 0.0075 −0.0042 −0.0033
(−0.74) (−2.00) (0.97) (−0.83) (−0.82)GDP growth 0.0276∗∗∗ 0.0301∗∗∗ 0.0301∗∗∗ 0.0303∗∗∗ 0.0307∗∗∗

(11.53) (13.18) (12.97) (16.02) (19.12)GDP growth × PMC 0.0005 −0.0004 0.0016 −0.0000 0.0001
(0.19) (−0.18) (0.60) (−0.00) (0.11)Observations 17219 24830 16365 32474 40383Adjusted R2 0.052 0.067 0.046 0.061 0.067t statistis in parentheses

∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗

p < 0.01, ∗∗∗

p < 0.001
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Table 11: Time-series regressions of double-sorted portfolio returns.We regress value-weighted monthly exess returns of portfolios on three Fama-Frenh fators and the momentum fator. We merge Compustat fundamentalsdata with CRSP returns and use all �rms that satisfy our fundamentals data requirements and have returns data. We onstrut independently double-sortedportfolios at the end of June of year t, based on year t-1 proxies of produt market ompetition and of �naning onstraints. Low PMC (High PMC) arethe bottom (top) three deiles of observations based on the produt market ompetition proxy. Low FC (High FC) are the bottom (top) three deiles ofobservations based on one of three �naning onstraints proxies. Panel A uses the WW index, Panel B uses the P/O ratio, and Panel C the size (total assets)as proxy of FC. The explanatory variables are from Kenneth Frenh's webpage: Mkt-Rf is the market exess return, SMB is the small minus big return, HMLis the high minus low B/M return, MOM is the momentum fator return. Regressions are estimated on the period July 1977 to Deember 2009, i.e. 390monthly observations. We present t-statistis using Newey-West standard errors with 4 lags.Low PMC Medium PMC High PMCLow FC Med FC High FC Low FC Med FC High FC Low FC Med FC High FCPanel A: WW indexMkt-Rf 0.913∗∗∗ 1.119∗∗∗ 1.037∗∗∗ 0.950∗∗∗ 1.120∗∗∗ 1.111∗∗∗ 1.101∗∗∗ 1.121∗∗∗ 1.103∗∗∗

(36.89) (24.66) (22.46) (40.38) (30.11) (23.68) (31.03) (44.60) (25.18)SMB −0.191∗∗∗ 0.540∗∗∗ 0.871∗∗∗ −0.142∗∗∗ 0.875∗∗∗ 1.368∗∗∗ −0.009 0.786∗∗∗ 1.182∗∗∗

(−4.43) (3.67) (6.89) (−5.28) (14.42) (12.54) (−0.13) (15.82) (18.59)HML 0.202∗∗∗ 0.146 −0.035 −0.260∗∗∗ −0.457∗∗∗ −0.607∗∗∗ −0.393∗∗∗ −0.329∗∗∗ −0.380∗∗∗

(4.10) (1.41) (−0.39) (−8.50) (−8.32) (−7.94) (−6.71) (−7.07) (−4.87)MOM 0.006 −0.020 0.022 −0.023 −0.040 −0.024 −0.045 0.019 −0.067
(0.20) (−0.40) (0.40) (−0.80) (−0.94) (−0.34) (−1.07) (0.57) (−0.83)Constant 0.030 −0.129 −0.020 0.155∗ 0.119 0.010 0.257∗∗ 0.091 −0.126
(0.38) (−0.95) (−0.12) (1.90) (0.88) (0.06) (2.06) (0.86) (−0.61)Panel B: P/O ratioMkt-Rf 0.844∗∗∗ 1.103∗∗∗ 1.200∗∗∗ 0.881∗∗∗ 1.093∗∗∗ 1.233∗∗∗ 1.011∗∗∗ 1.094∗∗∗ 1.338∗∗∗

(37.49) (25.01) (23.53) (27.20) (32.40) (25.52) (26.00) (40.77) (25.12)SMB −0.212∗∗∗ −0.052 0.337∗∗ −0.220∗∗∗ 0.161∗∗∗ 0.521∗∗∗ 0.019 0.277∗∗∗ 0.491∗∗∗

(−6.35) (−0.63) (2.36) (−6.99) (3.28) (7.34) (0.26) (4.66) (5.24)HML 0.214∗∗∗ 0.248∗∗∗ 0.058 −0.132∗∗∗ −0.330∗∗∗ −0.746∗∗∗ −0.372∗∗∗ −0.073 −0.559∗∗∗

(4.75) (3.17) (0.52) (−3.24) (−5.19) (−9.77) (−5.88) (−0.93) (−5.53)MOM −0.003 −0.011 −0.092 0.008 −0.116∗∗∗ −0.098∗∗ −0.037 −0.007 −0.074
(−0.10) (−0.29) (−1.49) (0.25) (−2.65) (−2.00) (−0.80) (−0.18) (−1.42)Constant 0.067 0.007 −0.010 0.191∗∗ −0.003 0.118 0.400∗∗∗ 0.042 −0.131
(0.85) (0.05) (−0.05) (1.98) (−0.02) (0.67) (3.04) (0.33) (−0.74)Panel C: SizeMkt-Rf 0.915∗∗∗ 1.019∗∗∗ 0.994∗∗∗ 0.957∗∗∗ 1.081∗∗∗ 1.039∗∗∗ 1.107∗∗∗ 1.086∗∗∗ 1.022∗∗∗

(37.78) (24.33) (21.27) (41.72) (27.91) (22.06) (31.03) (38.41) (30.02)SMB −0.189∗∗∗ 0.578∗∗∗ 0.886∗∗∗ −0.132∗∗∗ 0.962∗∗∗ 1.413∗∗∗ 0.012 0.854∗∗∗ 1.151∗∗∗

(−4.47) (4.26) (6.82) (−4.88) (11.97) (11.12) (0.18) (16.78) (21.44)HML 0.201∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗ −0.006 −0.265∗∗∗ −0.461∗∗∗ −0.475∗∗∗ −0.391∗∗∗ −0.319∗∗∗ −0.341∗∗∗

(3.83) (2.01) (−0.07) (−8.76) (−7.05) (−7.39) (−6.69) (−5.66) (−4.23)MOM 0.006 0.005 0.021 −0.026 0.015 0.022 −0.045 −0.002 0.020
(0.21) (0.11) (0.37) (−0.92) (0.31) (0.43) (−1.09) (−0.05) (0.36)Constant 0.049 −0.115 −0.106 0.157∗ 0.108 −0.128 0.242∗ 0.034 −0.191
(0.63) (−0.90) (−0.62) (1.91) (0.80) (−0.78) (1.96) (0.29) (−1.36)t statistis in parentheses based on Newey-West adjusted SEs.

∗

p < 0.10, ∗∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Table 12: The impat of �naning onstraints on the mean-reversion of �rm pro�tabil-ity.We regress the hange of �rm pro�tability on the lagged exess pro�tability relative to the aggregatepro�tability, and on the lagged hange of pro�tability. We interat exess pro�tability with a laggedindiator of �naning onstraints (FC). LoFC (HiFC) is an indiator variable for the 30% observationsthat were the least (most) likely to be subjet to �naning onstraints in the previous year. %HiFC(%LoFC) is the proportion of HiFC (LoFC) ompanies within the SIC3 industry. The estimationperiod is from 1977 to 2009. We present average oe�ient values and t-statistis from yearly ross-setional regressions. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)Baseline WW P/O Size LT rating ST ratingROAt−1 −ROAagr
t−1

−0.269 −0.346 −0.457 −0.372 −0.234 −0.270
(−15.63) (−12.68) (−14.17) (−13.96) (−9.73) (−10.93)ROAt−1 −ROAt−2 −0.173 −0.163 −0.157 −0.166 −0.205 −0.207
(−10.70) (−10.46) (−10.62) (−10.95) (−14.30) (−13.97)

(ROAt−1 −ROAagr
t−1

)

× HiFC −0.062 0.020 0.007

(−3.96) (1.09) (0.42)
(ROAt−1 −ROAagr

t−1

)

× LoFC 0.058 0.285 0.022 −0.059 0.020

(2.93) (13.82) (1.13) (−2.12) (0.50)
(ROAt−1 −ROAagr

t−1

)

×%HiFC 0.253 0.231 0.230

(4.55) (4.06) (5.09)
(ROAt−1 −ROAagr

t−1

)

×%LoFC −0.154 0.167

(−2.18) (1.13)Constant −0.016 −0.017 −0.017 −0.016 −0.019 −0.019
(−6.03) (−6.12) (−6.30) (−5.90) (−6.06) (−6.25)Observations 78445 72959 78445 78445 64375 64375

R2 0.173 0.181 0.184 0.180 0.195 0.193t statistis in parentheses
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Table 13: The impat of �naning onstraints on the mean-reversion of �rm pro�tabil-ity.We regress the hange of �rm pro�tability on the lagged exess pro�tability relative to the SIC3industry pro�tability, on the exess pro�tability of the industry relative to the aggregate pro�tability,and on the lagged hange of pro�tability. We interat the exess pro�tability terms with a laggedindiator of �naning onstraints (FC). LoFC (HiFC) is an indiator variable for the 30% observationsthat were the least (most) likely to be subjet to �naning onstraints in the previous year. %HiFC(%LoFC) is the proportion of HiFC (LoFC) ompanies within the SIC3 industry. The estimationperiod is from 1977 to 2009. We present average oe�ient values and t-statistis from yearly ross-setional regressions. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)Baseline WW P/O Size LT rating ST ratingROAt−1 −ROASIC3
t−1

−0.272 −0.352 −0.484 −0.382 −0.236 −0.274
(−16.11) (−12.88) (−14.07) (−13.55) (−10.21) (−11.38)ROASIC3

t−1
−ROAagr

t−1
−0.238 −0.305 −0.303 −0.283 −0.208 −0.244
(−7.81) (−7.66) (−8.89) (−8.73) (−4.20) (−6.14)ROAt−1 −ROAt−2 −0.173 −0.163 −0.157 −0.165 −0.205 −0.207

(−10.72) (−10.45) (−10.62) (−10.88) (−13.99) (−13.88)
(ROAt−1 − ROASIC3

t−1

)

×HiFC −0.057 0.028 0.009
(−3.78) (1.53) (0.62)

(ROAt−1 − ROASIC3
t−1

)

× LoFC 0.032 0.277 −0.009 −0.095 −0.070
(1.75) (13.02) (−0.49) (−3.54) (−1.76)

(ROAt−1 − ROASIC3
t−1

)

×%HiFC 0.255 0.265 0.243
(4.59) (4.33) (4.86)

(ROAt−1 − ROASIC3
t−1

)

×%LoFC −0.164 0.186
(−2.25) (1.23)

(ROASIC3
t−1

− ROAagr
t−1

)

× HiFC −0.193 −0.098 −0.081

(−4.32) (−2.51) (−1.71)
(ROASIC3

t−1
− ROAagr

t−1

)

× LoFC 0.121 0.274 0.086 0.052 0.188

(3.57) (8.53) (2.81) (1.49) (4.65)
(ROASIC3

t−1
− ROAagr

t−1

)

×%HiFC 0.273 0.071 0.116

(2.47) (1.14) (1.28)
(ROASIC3

t−1
− ROAagr

t−1

)

×%LoFC −0.161 0.047

(−1.46) (0.38)Constant −0.016 −0.017 −0.017 −0.016 −0.019 −0.019
(−6.05) (−6.31) (−6.47) (−6.08) (−6.26) (−6.16)Observations 78445 72959 78445 78445 64375 64375

R2 0.175 0.186 0.189 0.185 0.198 0.196t statistis in parentheses
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Table 14: Time-series regressions of double-sorted portfolio returns by abnormal �rm pro�tability and industry perentageof �nanially onstrained �rms.We regress value-weighted monthly exess returns of portfolios on three Fama-Frenh fators and the momentum fator. We merge Compustat fundamentalsdata with CRSP returns and use all �rms that satisfy our fundamentals data requirements and have returns data. We onstrut independently double-sortedportfolios at the end of June of year t, based on year t-1 setor measures of �naning onstraints and �rm abnormal pro�tability. Low % of onstrained �rms(High) are the bottom (top) three deiles of observations based on the SIC3 perentage of �nanially onstrained �rms. Low rel. ROA (High rel. ROA) arethe bottom (top) three deiles of observations based on previous year's di�erene between �rm pro�tability and its SIC3 industry pro�tability. Panel A usesthe WW index, Panel B uses the P/O ratio, and Panel C the size (total assets) as proxy of FC. See table 11 for details on explanatory variables. Regressionsare estimated on the period July 1977 to Deember 2009, i.e. 390 monthly observations. We present t-statistis using Newey-West standard errors with 4 lags.Low % of onstrained �rms Medium % of onstrained �rms High % of onstrained �rmsLow rel. ROA Med rel. ROA High rel. ROA Low rel. ROA Med rel. ROA High rel. ROA Low rel. ROA Med rel. ROA High rel. ROAPanel A: WW indexMkt-Rf 1.130∗∗∗ 0.973∗∗∗ 0.917∗∗∗ 1.177∗∗∗ 0.986∗∗∗ 0.993∗∗∗ 1.041∗∗∗ 0.946∗∗∗ 0.985∗∗∗

(16.96) (43.63) (26.66) (27.38) (47.33) (36.93) (20.40) (34.78) (27.16)SMB 0.160∗∗ −0.179∗∗∗ −0.249∗∗∗ 0.647∗∗∗ 0.061 0.101∗∗ 0.430∗∗∗ −0.089∗ −0.147∗∗

(2.36) (−4.64) (−4.45) (8.85) (1.40) (2.33) (4.06) (−1.68) (−2.46)HML 0.028 0.272∗∗∗ 0.052 −0.288∗∗ −0.077∗ −0.352∗∗∗ −0.550∗∗∗ −0.250∗∗∗ −0.467∗∗∗

(0.24) (7.09) (0.85) (−2.55) (−1.66) (−7.82) (−6.46) (−5.16) (−8.19)MOM −0.184∗∗ 0.015 0.042 −0.212∗∗∗ −0.047 −0.147∗∗∗ −0.001 −0.073 0.077∗∗

(−2.52) (0.66) (1.08) (−3.22) (−1.28) (−3.64) (−0.02) (−1.50) (2.13)Constant −0.047 −0.022 0.003 −0.033 0.041 0.246∗∗ 0.246 0.252∗ 0.285∗∗

(−0.23) (−0.32) (0.03) (−0.20) (0.43) (2.21) (1.38) (1.93) (2.25)Panel B: P/O ratioMkt-Rf 1.030∗∗∗ 0.922∗∗∗ 0.852∗∗∗ 1.225∗∗∗ 1.024∗∗∗ 1.024∗∗∗ 1.025∗∗∗ 0.947∗∗∗ 1.005∗∗∗

(21.65) (28.90) (23.15) (25.83) (41.41) (38.70) (20.30) (26.59) (26.53)SMB 0.111 −0.101∗∗∗ −0.157∗∗∗ 0.512∗∗∗ −0.052 −0.053 0.574∗∗∗ −0.085 −0.115∗

(1.37) (−3.01) (−2.76) (5.95) (−1.42) (−1.19) (5.19) (−1.15) (−1.76)HML 0.401∗∗∗ 0.280∗∗∗ 0.123∗ −0.355∗∗∗ 0.074 −0.375∗∗∗ −0.675∗∗∗ −0.343∗∗∗ −0.450∗∗∗

(5.25) (4.78) (1.74) (−3.78) (1.59) (−7.74) (−10.57) (−4.59) (−7.01)MOM −0.069∗∗ 0.005 0.028 −0.228∗∗∗ −0.025 −0.032 −0.039 −0.107∗ 0.023
(−2.31) (0.14) (0.63) (−2.97) (−0.80) (−1.11) (−0.88) (−1.67) (0.58)Constant 0.055 0.099 0.082 0.072 0.039 0.224∗∗ 0.162 0.046 0.196
(0.37) (1.00) (0.72) (0.36) (0.47) (2.39) (1.01) (0.29) (1.45)Panel C: SizeMkt-Rf 1.124∗∗∗ 0.977∗∗∗ 0.925∗∗∗ 1.202∗∗∗ 0.999∗∗∗ 0.993∗∗∗ 1.017∗∗∗ 0.888∗∗∗ 0.928∗∗∗

(17.46) (45.84) (26.47) (26.54) (43.76) (37.18) (19.94) (31.05) (23.62)SMB 0.215∗∗∗ −0.165∗∗∗ −0.207∗∗∗ 0.621∗∗∗ 0.053 0.017 0.442∗∗∗ −0.104∗∗ −0.098
(2.69) (−4.55) (−3.45) (7.04) (1.17) (0.36) (4.28) (−2.01) (−1.49)HML 0.021 0.247∗∗∗ 0.047 −0.375∗∗∗ −0.076 −0.393∗∗∗ −0.492∗∗∗ −0.122∗ −0.363∗∗∗

(0.16) (6.23) (0.75) (−3.37) (−1.48) (−6.65) (−4.35) (−1.86) (−3.46)MOM −0.198∗∗ 0.016 0.051 −0.258∗∗∗ −0.085∗∗∗ −0.164∗∗∗ 0.060 0.017 0.181∗∗∗

(−2.26) (0.70) (1.23) (−3.92) (−2.94) (−3.80) (0.81) (0.38) (3.38)Constant 0.021 0.002 0.101 −0.039 −0.004 0.166 0.158 0.231∗ 0.244∗

(0.11) (0.03) (0.92) (−0.22) (−0.04) (1.51) (0.84) (1.80) (1.79)t statistis in parentheses based on Newey-West adjusted SEs.
∗

p < 0.10, ∗∗

p < 0.05, ∗∗∗

p < 0.01
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Figure 1: Business yle variables, annual data.Presented are the annual real U.S. GDP growth, the average spread between the 3-month Commerialpaper and the orresponding T-Bill (CP spread), the average spread between seasoned Aaa and Baabonds by Moody's (Bond spread), and the average spread between the 10-year T-note rate and the3-month T-Bill rate (Term spread). Soure: Federal Reserve, author's alulations.
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Figure 2: Business yle variables adjustment.We plot three maro variables before and after orthogonalization. Presented are the hange in theaverage CP spread, the hange in the average Bond spread, and the hange in the average Termspread. All variables are standardized. See text for details on the adjustment proedure. Soure:Federal Reserve, author's alulations.
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Figure 3: Her�ndahl-Hirshman index and the industry dispersion of �rm Lernerindexes.We plot the Hoberg-Phillips (2010) �tted HHI data on the horizontal axis and the standard deviationof �rm Lerner indexes within the SIC3 industry on the vertial axis. We present plots for three yearswithin our sample period: 1980, 1995 and 2005.1980, equally-weighted 1980, sales-weighted
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Figure 4: Abnormal returns from moving-window regressions of portfolio returns in afour-fator framework.We regress value-weighted monthly exess returns of double-sorted portfolios on three Fama-Frenhfators and the momentum fator with a 4-year moving window. See table 11 for details on portfoliosorting. We present results for the four orner portfolios orresponding to High/Low produt marketompetition and High/Low �naning onstraints. SEs used for t-stats are N-W adjusted (4 lags).Shaded areas are NBER reession months.Alpha t-stat of AlphaPanel A: WW index
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